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Expedition to Texas.—Latest news.—About
The condition of the Treasury is truly
I am informed, however, that it
ed with the advancement of the arts and sci- ! received,
ences, of agriculture, manufactures and com will shortly be ready to be submitted to your pgratifying.—The past year has brought rnticli a month since, if we recollect right, it was
All announced that a vessel called the Madaw]prosperity to the finances ofthe State.
merce.
Aside from the hidden treasures of consideration.
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
The Commissioners appointed agreeably <our redeemable debt has been extinguished, ska, had cleared out from this port, with
the State, which a survey ofthe kind suggest
JAMES K. REMlCri.
the whole funded debt now outstanding, about 200 men on board, bound, as we sup
i
ed may develope, to recompense a hundred to the Resolve of the 10th of March last, to and
Offrceon the Main-Street,--opposite the Meeting-House.
to but fifty-five thousand dollars. posed, to Texas. A letter from one of the
i
fold the expense of it, the incidental informa consult upon the same subject with the civil amounts
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
nce more remi,
The moneys received into the Treasury from adventurers has been put into our hands,
authorities
of
the
Canadas,
and
others,
have
tion
relative
to
the
topographical
features
of
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.—
from which it appears that the Expedition
,ue"‘
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which the State, which must accrue from the work, attended to the duty entrusted to them, and !all sources during the year, amount to three
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year.—No would be of lasting importance to the prose a copy of their report is herewith laid before 1hundred and ten thousand, four hundred and struck oil in a tangent, and brought up at tho
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub cution of subsequent works of internal im you.
Ififty three dollars and twenty-one cqnts. Of Bahamas. The rest of the story shall be told
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
•K1' b-V “*,»
A Resolve having been passed by the last 1this stun, one hundred and thirty three thous in the writer’s own words.
provement,
particularly
in
the
location
of
rail

The publisher does not hold himself responsible for
AT, Y. Journal of Commerce,
"ll1 “"We
five hundred and sixty seven dollars and
i
Already several States Legislature, constituting the Governor, the and,
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount roads and canals.
cents, were derived from the Land
tocoei'eivein^
I
have executed similar surveys within their members of the Council and the Land Agent fifty-five
charged for its insertion.
Nassau, (N. P.) Dec. 10, 1835.
respective limits, and in no instance, it is be a Board of Internal Improvements, they im Department. This liberal contribution has
Dear Sir,—I write from an English prison
C«,,!
lieved, to the regret of any portion of their mediately organized themselves for the per- :arisen not so much from an excess in the yard. You will laugh at this, and indeed I
GOVERNOR
’
S
MESSAGE
1■, mct»
almost ir,1
citizens. With the foresight and liberality formance of the duties assigned to them by iquantity of land sold, as from an increase in do myself. But suit is. Here I am,in com
woooj:
TO BOTH BRANCHES OF THE LEG becoming a great nation possessed of a vast this resolve. A competent Engineer was se- ithe price. And here I cannot forego the re pany with my associates in tribulation, for the
' th« all iiit
ISLATURE OF 4MAINE,
domain ot uncertain value, the Federal Gov lected by the Board, who has been in active mark, that the public domain is of incalcula crime of Piracy ! Don’t stare now, and I
■,l?d »01«, 11
His sur ble value. If it be guarded with vigilance, will tell you how it happened. After leaving
ernment has given us an example of this na service since his appointment.
January, 1836.
’ bey°n<iMBi
ture, which cannot fail, sooner or later, to be veys and reports, as soon as received, will be and disposejl of by slow degrees, the revenue New York, we had a fair wind for eight or
•Gentlemen of the Senate
complain
followed by every State in the Union. It is submitted for the inspection "’and considera to be derived from it, may ultimately be made ten days, at the end of which time we found
and of the House of Representatives :
to meet the ordinary expenses of our gov ourselves among the Bahama banks and isl
by the enlistment of science in this manner, tion ofthe Legislature.
In
assembling
to
discharge
the
important
K' BEMICH,1
The Annual Report of the Adjutant Gen ernment, and supply ample endowments to
duties assigned to us respectively by the peo with the means that government possesses, eral will be laid before you at an early day, many of those benevolent institutions for re ands. Our Captain never having sailed the
route before, lost his reckoning, and we were
ple, let us be grateful to a beneficent Provi that the conveniences and wealth, which and will make you acquainted with the prés lieving the ipfirmities, or alleviating the sor
would otherwise be left to be disclosed to
carried into a dangerous and almost unknown
dence,
by
whom
our
state
has
been
preserved
rows
ofthe
unfortunate,
and
for
advancing
FORSfii «during the year that has just closed, from posterity bj? accident, can be secured and en ent condition of our Militia.—By the last re
harbor. He then sent a boat on shore, to the
joyed by the present generation. In view of turns it appears that the numerical force of the interests ofreligion, science and literature, island called Erratoria, with 17 men on board,
TIMBii
any calamity or popular commotion.
the Militia of this State as exhibited by the which more than commercial wealth or mar
waled in,j,:
Nothing has occurred since the meeting of the wide and inviting field before us, which Muster Rolls was forty thousand eight hun tial conquest evince the true elevation of a who, contrary to his wishes, took with them
» Low.fy,
a quantity of arms and ammunition. On the
the last legislature, to interrupt the increasing tire territory of this State presents, and the
community.
u terms.
known anxiety that prevails for information dred and twenty-seven men.
island they found the inhabitants to consist
¿prosperity of the State ; industry of every
The
disbursements
of
the
Treasury
have
There
were
forwarded
to
me
from
the
War
of this character, lying beyond the reach of
principally of blacks.
Having indulged
class
has
been
in
constant
and
unprecedented
been
three
hundred
and
four
thousand,
one
Jy»ngonMoJ
individual enterprise, I cannot conceive Department in the month of July last, ten
themselves pretty freely in spirits, and find
demand, and has received corresponding re
hundred
and
eleven
dollars
and
thirty
four
hundred and ninety one stands of arms, and
ing to thè ejif
ward ; the agriculturist has been most boun the policy of the measure suggested, to fourteen pieces of ordnance, with the neces cents. Of this sum, one hundred and forty ing the inhabitants rather weak and ignorant,
For parlictl®
be at this day in any degree doubtful.
Its
they commenced hostilities upon their effects,
tifully blessed, both in his seed time and in
expediency, however, involves a question, sary military equipments, by virtue of an Act eight thousand and twelve dollars and fifty- such as fowls, pigs, indian meal, &c. and so
his harvest, and our commerce has sustained
CE PORTER,
which is appropriately within your exclusive of Congress for arming the whole body of the three cents, have gone to reduce the princi terrified the people that they would do what
its elevated character for successful enter
province to decide, and I invite your atten Militia, passed April 23, 1808. They have pal and interest of the Public Debt. But not ever they required. They commanded them
prize upon every sea, under the watchful
tion
to it, under the full conviction, that you been committed to the custody ofthe Acting withstanding the magnitude of this item, the with drawn pistols at their heads, and threat
guardianship of the National Administration.
Quarter Master General, and are now subject resources of the department yet exceed its ened them with instant death if they disobey
will
duly
appreciate its importance.
At such a junction in our history as a State,
liabilities.
to the disposition ofthe Legislature.
The
means
already
in
operation
for
the
ed. This indiscreet conduct of course occa
irge assortmefit*
;and/ under circumstances so prosperous and
In January last, the funded debt due front
The Report ofthe Land Agent will exhibit
School Boot
full of pleasing promise in relation to the fu general diffusion of knowledge in the State, in detail the concerns of that Department for the State, amounted to one hundred and sioned an excited feeling on being made
known at the English naval station at Nas
Lrticles-Büj
ture, the demands of the public for general are both creditable and efficient. There is the past year. It will be laid before you by thirty four thousand four hundred and sixty
sau, and two gunships were immediately sent
howèver
at
all
times
more
to
be
apprehended
legislation are necessarily few, and such as do
six dollars and seventy five cents.
In the in pursuit of us, with strict orders to board
from neglect in relation to this important sub special message.
'arents and oi
exist are happily of a character, calculated to
early part of the year, additional sntns were us, and put us all to death if we made the
It
affords
me
pleasure
to
say
to
you,
that
ject
by
legislators,
than
from
excess
of
en

iool books, wit
produce very little disputation or difference
After searching near a
couragement. In this connexion I know of the Baring and Houlton road has at length borrowed amounting to fifty nine thousand i least resistance.
ing almost«
of opinion.
been completed, and that the Agent for su dollars. By the payment of ofie hundred week, one of them hailed us about 1 o’clock j
he latest edfe
Among the subjects of this class, Agricul no measure more urgent or better calculated
perintending its construction has made a Re thirty eight thousand four hundred and sixty P. M. with the salutation, “ send a boat on
always on li
ture holds a primary rank. It must at all pe to secure permanent advantage to our com port of his doings to the office of the Secre six dollars and seventy five cents, the princi
board, or we shall fire into you.” We of
mon
schools,
than
that
which
I
have
hereto

to binding,’I
riods present prominent claims upon the fa
tary of State, agreeably to a provision ofthe pal of these claims has been reduced to fifty course complied, and they made us their
pplied on lit«
vorable consideration of the Legislative de fore had occasion to present for the consider Resolve upon this subject, of March 5,1832. five thousand dollars as before named.
i prisoners, conveyed us to this place, and we
partment of Government. Agriculture lies at ation of the Legislature. I allude to the mak
There has been paid for interest the sum are now in a prison yard awaiting the result
I have received information from the Land
of additional provision for the education
the
of un
all national
wealth
and ing
ine foundation
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■■
of
nine
thousand,
five
hundred
and
forty
five
of an investigation which will probably ter
•strength—it is the parent of manufactures, of school instructors. Little else is needed to Agent, that under a Resolve of the last Legis
lature “ for the benefit of certain officers, and dollars atftl seventy eight cents, and the bal minate in two or three days. The probabili
&
_
*
.
.
rv.
render mir suctom nr
the nurse of commerce, and the staff upon render our system of primary schools as per soldiers of the Revolutionary War, and the ance of cash now in the Treasury, is six
ty is that we shall all be set at liberty, with
fect as can be desired. I must however re
which all the arts and sciences lean for sup
f contracted®
fer to the views presented upon this topic, in widows ofthe deceased officers and soldiers,” thousand three hundred and forty one dol tile exception of those who went upon the
port. To encourage this necessary and ad
nk, to support’
island, who, I should have mentioned, are in
a former message to the Legislature, for the he has already issued two hundred and twen lars, and eighty seven cents.
vantageous pursuit of the citizen, by every
Satisfactory as this exposition must be, it close confinement. They will probably be
ear, hereby ;
further illustration of it, which I desire to ty-seven certificates, entitling the holders to
provision calculated to elevate its character
must
be
equally
gratifying
for
you
to
know,
mi table
as many lots of land of two hundred acres
detained, and what their ultimate fate may*
and extend its influence, is the obvious duty place before you, only adding, that observa each. This is the whole number of lots, that the public securities in the possession of j
¡s jrnpossib]e for me to say. They
ise, and
tion and reflection have since concurred to
ofthe
legislator
and
patriot,
at
all
times
and
the
Land
Agent,
including
a
small
amount
of!
ig or trustiim
which the townships appropriated for this
will probably be severely dealt with. I la
strengthen
in
my
own
mind
the
convictions
in every government. In our own State par
n on myM
purpose are estimated to contain, exclusive cash in his hands, constitute an amount of ment very much this occurrence, as it must
ticularly where sb vast an extent of territory, there expressed.
as I shal/pip!
of reservations for public uses. Additional more than three hundred and seventy thou create feelings against our patriotic expedi
If
the
Legislature
in
the
present
flourishing
well adapted to the purposes of the husband
claims have been presented to the Land A- sand dollars.
tion which we should certainly wish not to
1
state
of
our
finances,
should
think
favorably
man, lies unoccupied and unimproved, much
It is provided by the Constitution rof the exist. However, we are in very good spirits,
gent, and by him approved. In order there
J
of
extending
a
portion
of
the
public
bounty
may be done towards the increase of agriculUnited
States,
that
each
State
shall
appoint
0(j sincerej^ jao e
stain may only
to the higher seminaries of learning as con- fore to carry into full effect the design of the
turd resources,
Shy
£ original Resolve, I would submit to your Electors of President and V ice President, in rest UpOn the guilty ones. You will undoubtmanner as the Legislature thereof may edly see highly exaggerated reports in the
REW AR which does not involve a positive expense to spectfully recommend, that some system bei <consideration the expediency of making some such
direct.
An election of these officers will newspapers, but you will know what deduc
!
further
appropriation
to
satisfy
these
claims.
the public Treasury ought to be extended. devised and adopted, by which a regular and 1 It will be recollected that the Legislature take place in the course of the current polit
AY from the si
tions to make.
just distribution rnay be made to the Institu
An abundant recompense for it will be found
on the night:
I of
1828 appropriated twenty townships of ical year. , It will therefore be incumbent up
tions,
having
reference
to
the
necessities
and
<
Nassau is a beautiful village, finely situated,
in the acquisition which it will secure to the
:. an indented^
to create a fund, the ;income of which on you, at your present session, to prescribe with a splendid harbor. It is said to be a
usefulness of each, and to the past appropria-. land
I
population,
and
consequently
to
the
aggregate
the
manner
in
which
the
electors
on
the
the name ofJos
lions, which several of them have received! was to be applied to the support of Primary
very healthy place, and the climate is the
part of this State shall be chosen.
twealth of the State.
is presumO
from the State. To ensure, however, correct-. ISchools. These townships have been selectAn
enlargement
of
the
existing
number
of
As it will be necessary for me during the fairest I ever saw. At this season the sun
i short jackeft
ness of legislation, permit me to suggest, thatt 1ed, and three of them have been lotted for
beats down with the intensity of a Northern
Agriculturists within a state, Is also the most
the purpose of being sold during the current session, to communicate with yon from time
irk pantaloons®!
Oranges and ail kinds of
effectual method of preparing in time of peace accurate returns should be required annually, year.—Some Legislative provision is neces to time, by special Message, I will only add, midsummer.
him dark qol®
from each of these institutions, ofthe number
Southern fruit are to be seen on the trees in
for
the
exigencies
of
a
state
of
war,
a
princi

that
I
shall
zealously
co-operate
with
you,
in
:
sary
for
the
investment
of
this
fund.
or of the jatlf
taught, the several Branches of study pursued,
abundance, and the market women supply us
ple which enters into the policy of every pru
An enactment is also needed for the in carrying into effect such measures as shall j
&c. Heisak
dent administration of Government. In all the amount annually paid for instruction, and vestment of the fund belonging to the Penob seem best calculated to promote the essential j with it, through our window, in great quan
ht hair and lif
ages and in ah countries in which civilization j any other items on which information may scot tribe of Indians. This, on the first day interests of our constituents, and to strength tities. We are quite a sight for the natives,
are forbid hath
seem desirable.
besides being a source of some speculation.
has made any progress, men identified with
en and perpetuate the Union ofthe States.
g said runaway,!
I have the satisfaction to inform you that ofthe present month amounted to sixty-two
The people are principally of a copper col
the
soil,
and
having
an
actual
interest
in
its
ROBERT P. DUNLAP.
uie soH auu nuvH.g
the sum of twenty thousand dollars has been thousand seven hundred and thirty-seven
rally of the Io
or, and from what I have seen of them, ap
richesand m its resources haveinvauably been
by in(li¥i^a| don!ui()nSi in ailJ oftbe dollars and twenty-one cents.
Fifty
thous

paid to any ppi'
Council Chamber, ?
pear to enjoy life admirably. They dress
found among the ablest in its defence,
and
dollars
of
this
sum
being
the
avails
of
i the subscribers
January, 1836. 5
very light,—much more so than we of the
rious considerations combine to awaken ■in establishment of an Insane Hospi tal. An el- four towpships of land purchased of them by
vill give any into;
iw induce
,uuuvo a j' ’¡?’hle site upon the east bank of the KenneNorth do in midsummer. I hope we may
them a fervor of patriotism, and to
the State, and eight thousand dollars received
Some incipient measures have been taken
nay be brought 1»
sincerity of purpose, which do »1not ODerate
,— . i ' be9 r‘ver ’n Augusta has been purchased for from individuals for land and timber belong towards petitioning Congress for an extension have our liberty in a few days, so that we
m the commit
■■ - ■is 'this
purpose, and a deed conveying the
may range around the town and study the
upon citizens, whose attachment to the soil
1
P. HIIMt
to the State, has been duly execu ing to this tribe, with the interest on the said of time on Custom House bonds, and towards character of the inhabitants more minutely.
founded only in accidental or transitory cir- premises
1
sums.
Two
thousand
dollars
more
are
due
the
procuring
of
loans
of
money,
either
from
ted. It has not, however, as yet, been deem
Notwithstanding they have indulged them
35.
cumstances.
from the same persons, which when receiv the National or State Government, to coun selves in a little merriment at our expense,
Believing this subject to be of great and in- ed
' expedient to appoint a Board of Commis ed at the Treasury will be added to this
teract, as far as possible, the immediate effect yet I am rather prejudiced in their favor.
•creasing importance to the prosperity of our! sioners, to superintend the erection of the fund.
E. '
of so great a loss of property, on the money
After reading what I have written, you
State, it will give me pleasure, gentlemen, to j buildings, as it is now, I believe, satisfactorily
inder the nee®
I recommend, therefore, that a Board of market. One of the first objects sought to will not think it strange, when I tell you that
g his business«
¡co-operate with you in any course of meas-1 ascertained that it would be more for the in! terest of the State, to entrust this duty to a Commissioners be established for the purpose be accomplished by such loans, is to enable 1 have become disgusted with the expedition.
ures which your wisdom may devise for its!
I nests all p«®
1 single
.......................
If upon mature delibera of investing and managing these funds, con the several Insurance Companies to pay However, the next time I write you, I hope it
ragement,
and
I
cannot
forbear
individual..
payment previ®
•direct encoui. ^ ~ .
z» i.
.iM
v.
rmn
vnu
shniiIn
rcoincide with this bpinion, I forming in substance to the mode proposed their losses without at this moment calling in will be from Texas, and that 1 shall have to
tion
you
should
to invite the exercise of the utmost liberality
—and all peitf
in the Report of the Treasurer of State, their capitals. The capitals, to a great ex inform you that I have been amply repaid for
m are requested®
Ain your part, that may be thought consistent would respectfully suggest, whether legisla
tent, are loaned out on bonds and mortgages, all I have suffered.
tive action upon this subject may not be ne which will in due time be laid before you.
with
your
power
as
legislators.
ent.
In connection with this subject, I submit and partly on the property destroyed. With
^VAKEFIEU
A foundation may belaid for greatincrease cessary.
Under the resolve of the twenty-fourth of the propriety of causing the lands belonging out some arrangement which shall render it
Dreadful Occident.—The following dread
of wealth in our State, by disseminating prac
to the Passamaquoddy Tribe of Indians (ex unnecessary, the Companies, in order to pay
March
last, a sum not exceeding four thou
ful account is copied from the Examiner and
tical information upon the subject of cultiva
their losses, must demand the payment of
cepting
a
small
lot
in
the
town
of
Perry,)
to
Herald, a Pennsylvania paper—the disaster
ting the mulberry tree and the raising of silk sand dollars was appropriated for the benevo
he subscriber
be sold, and the avails funded for their bene their bonds, and thus one injury be made the occurred at Columbia, (Pa.)
worms for the manufacture of silk. It can- lent purpose of aiding our indigent blind, in fit. They are not wanted by the Indians for cause qf another.
1 immediate t
q.of Kennebiw:
jnot be doubted, that for these purposes, nu- procuring an education at the New England cultivation, and are greatly exposed to the in
Two men were working the mill early on
It is intended to petition the Legislature to
»merous advantages are possessed by our citi Asylum in Boston. In accordance with the roads of trespassers, the more so on account authorize the Safety Fund Banks, under cer Saturday morning, the 21st ult. each with a
C. THAYEft
zens. And in view of what is doing in other provisions of this resolve, seven blind persons of their proximity to a foreign State, into tain circumstances, to extend their loans be lantern at the saw he was tending, when one
¿States of the Union in this important and from this State are now enjoying the benefits which offenders with their plunder may ea yond the limit now fixed, at twice and a half of them, Mr. J. Cowder, accidentally casting
5.
growing branch of manufactures, it must be of this valuable institution. We have also at
their capitals. In the meantime, the necessi his eyes towards the other, saw him lying on
sily escape.
worthy of your consideration, whether the American Asylum in Hartford, fourteen
ties of the communities will not admit of de the log directly before the saw, which was in
In
relation
to
the
North
East
Boundary,
I
^through public munificence, though exercised deaf and dumb pupils, supported wholly or
lay, and the Banks will be compelled to take motion. Mr. C. was about 20 feet distant
ng contracted^
have received no other intelligence during
upon a comparatively limited scale, an im in part, at the expense of the State.
whatever responsibility may be necessary to when he observed this, and sprang to stop
ffiunk-port(W
By recurring to the proceedings Qf the last the past year than that which has recently
pulse may pot be given to individual enter
the
most extended action which their means the saw, which made six or eight cuts before
n the presentij'
prize upon this subject, that will redound Legislature you will find that a Resolve was been made public, by the annual Message of admit. No one can doubt that such a course he succeeded. He then took the man from
iey have iw* i
hereafter to your own honor as provident passed authorizing the Governor with the the National Executive to Congress. It may will meet a ready response in the sympathy the saw, in a senseless condition, and went
sir support. W
guardians'of the public good, and to the in- advice of Council to appoint commissioners, with confidence be expected, that the good of the Legislature, and of the community for assistance. In a short time he partially
harboring otW8'!
s>calculable benefit of the State at large.
to report a system of Prison Discipline for understanding now existing between the Uni
recovered his senses and spoke, complaining
generally.
The cultivation of Hemp is another branch the State, together with the best location and ted States and Great Britian, alike honorable
said town,
of pain in the abdomen and of thirst, occaThere
was
evidently
a
great
recovery
of
bill for theirsup
«ofagricultural, industry, which is commended most suitable construction of buildings for a to both nations, will lead to such an adjust
sionally drinking wafer. He died in about
UTCHINS,^ i
to your consideration, as highly worthy of new State Prison, the additional means ofthe ment of our border difficulties, as will receive spirits among our citizens yesterday. Many two hours, having bled very little. He fre
who
supposed
themselves
ruined,
found
they
S BOSTOS.
additional encouragement by the State. It is State for erecting such buildings at the pres the ratification ofthe people of this State,
quently raised himself up so far as to lean up
il, 1835. >1'
It cannot have escaped your observation, were not so at all; and others who thought on his elbow, resting his head on his hand,
a product adapted to our soil and climate, to ent location, with an estimate of the expense
.a degree unappreciated as yet, perhaps, by a of completing the proposed establishment. that the act passed at the last session of the their losses immense, find them moderate. He complained much of cold, but said noth
majority of those who are immediately/inter In conformity to the authority vested in the 1 Legislature, prohibiting the use and circula More property was saved than was at first ing about the pain of his wound. The saw
ested in its improvement. It is of a nature to Executive, the trust was confided to William tion of Bank bills pf the denpmination of one supposed. Books were found which were entered at the right shoulder, taking off the
resist successfully the droughts and frosts, that D. Williamson, Nathaniel Clark and Joseph dollar, and of pther denominations prospec supposed to have been lost, and perhaps best arm, entering so far as to touch the spine,
so seriously affect many other vegetable pro R. Abbot, Esquires, who have been assidu tively, has not been sufficient, unaided by of all, it appeared that the Insurance Compa and within two inches of the breast bone.—•
25 cents]
ductions on which the husbandman in this ously engaged in the discharge of the duties auxiliary provisions, to effect the obvious de nies would pay much better than had at first As the body moved with each stroke of the
me hour’s apr
State has been accustomed to rely, as the devolving upon them by this appointment. sign ofthe Legislature in its enactment. The been apprehended, partly because a large saw, the wound was much enlarged, the
ctions.
^principal reward of his industry. A practical The report of the Commissioners will be laid experience of several States in the Union, number of persons are found to have made shoulder blade being much shattered, and the
celebrated Oi
illustration of the numerous advantages to be before you at an early period of your session, where for many years past, paper money of their insurance in other cities, and partly be muscles torn into shreds. The lungs were
jd for being J8 ’
secured by the cultivation of hemp, would be agreeably to a provision of the Resolve under small denominations has been excluded from cause the actual losses will fall much short of perfectly visible through the opening, and
hr that loathj
circulation, attests the wisdom of the theory the amounts insured. It was fortunate that were torn by the saw, which also carried bits
of direct value to the public as well as most which they were appointed.
an unusual number of new stores, not within
satisfactory to the agriculturist.—This may
In pursuance of a Resol ve of the last legis upon which the act in question was founded. the limits ofthe conflagration, were nearly or of cloth, flesh and saw dust into the chest.
also a valuable
prob.ably be attained to the full extent desired, lature, “ in relation to a Railroad from some But connected with its expediency is now
It is difficult to imagine what caused the
by the institution of a limited system of boun point on the Atlantic seqboard to the City of combined a just vindication of the Legisla quite finished. A great many of these have accident. The deceased a moment before was
ndChilblfiJ
been leased since the fire, so that the mer
jICE BITW
ties to the cultivator.
Quebec,” an application yvas made to the tive authority of the State, in favor of such chants who were burnt out, are rapidly an about putting a stick across the carriage,
¡efulfbrreim
A geological survey of the State upon a President of the United States, for the servi additional enactments as shall be effectual, in nouncing themselves at other locations. The close to the saw, to keep the log firm. The
the suppression of the prohibited classes of
saw catching the eqd may have tilted up the
;OmplaintSi
basis commensurate with the magnitude and ces of an engineer, to aid in the contemplated
preparations for rebuilding are already begun,
ved,andf^
variety ©fits territory, and corresponding to survey. The request was promptly complied Bank bills. I shall cheerfully co-operate and if a proper policy of liberality is exercised other end, and thrown him across the- log, o^
with you in any measures you rnay deem cal
his head might have been struck by the cross
the present auspicious condition of the public with, and the trust was confided by the
IE KennwM
culated to effect the object in view, believ on all hands, we shall see a new city rise piece of the saw frame.
ODAlE’Sfi
Treasury, is earnestly commended to your Secretary of War, to a gentleman in the ser
from
the
ruins
now
so
appalling,
and
twelve
ing that the best interest of the public will be
CHELL'P'fi
attention, it is an enterprise that may right vice of the federal government, ofipuch prac
months hence, with the favor of providence,
fully claim the encouragement of every class tical skill, who devoted several months to a essentially promoted, by the complete execu every thing will be restored and the calamity
The Legislature of New York met at AL
tion of the. .policy,
Low and
,
- on which the before na- well nigh forgotten.—Y.Jour. of Com.
of industry, as involving more or less of prob careful reconnoisance of different routes with- j
bany on the 5th jn^t.
Jounacq.
able utility to each. It is intimately connect- in this Stata. His report has not as yet been FQU
Co.. DedMW
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)er 15, 1835,
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AND MAINE PALLADIUM,

f
THURSDAY, JAN. 7.
way over Saco River—of Nathaniel Bracket»
the 5th Dec. Liverpool to the 6th and Paris
TT¥TTFB CTATFS LEGIST ATTTRF ' Mr- Adams inquired whether the Commit- et als. to be set off from Cornish to Limerick
dates to the 3d, have been received.
UNITED STAT1.______ G bL.Vil'RE. fôe on porej„n Affairs had received any inBill additional providing for the punisJ’
The levy of seamen at Brest and Toulon
on the sub....
. , mentof certain crimes and for the Brev^'
From Europe.—Yesterday, ship Cowper, continued to be carried on with great activity TWENTY-FOURTH CONGRESS....FIRST SESSION. ; formation from the Government
ject of the relations, political or commercial,: tion thereof; additional relating to the setti
Endicott, from Antwerp, via Cowes, whence —also the fitting out and arming the ships of
between the United States and Mexico. ment and support of the poor; regulatinffj ’
she sailed Dec. 7, and bark Noble, Stevens, war. Every thing indicates that Louis PhilSENATE
The chairman of the Committee on Foreign ■ tachment on real estate ; for the election r
from London, Dec. 2. arrived at this port, lipe is determined to have his navy in readi
MONDAY, JAN. 4.
Relations (Mr. Mason of Va.) replied in County Commissioners ; to incorporate th
but unfortunately brought no papers except ness for any emergency. Several of the fri
A number of unimportant bills were con the negative. He also stated that no infor-1 Agricultural Bank ; additional respect«
ing two of no later date than Nov. 30, to a gates were to carry two howitzer cannon,
mation had been received at the office of the ' manufacturing companies ; to protect person
sidered and passed.
mercantile house.
Captain Stevens states eighty pounders, called a la Paixhans.
Secretary of State on the subject.
| from damage in their improved lands and .
that the French question did not wear any
Some of the French papers still hold a pa
Indian Hostilities.—On motion of Mr. concerning stray beasts; to incorporatetl
TUESDAY, JAN. 5.
more unfavorable aspect than for ten days or cific language. The Courier Français en
air. Leigh
izeigu reported
repvuru a« joint resolution,
IWv,Uuu.i, au
«u- While, of Florida, the House took up the Bill, Maine Stock and Pattern Farm Company 9
Mr.
more previous to his departure. There were deavors to calm the apprehensions of war en
------- l AcademyJ-■\
... .
..
j Resolve in aid of Falmouth
as usual, many speculative opinions, but tertained by the commercial world,and says, ’ thorizing the President to appoint an agent appropriating^
—•
x .u„
.......... i„ «...i
.„ ; faVor of Anson Academy ; of Lewiston
of
the< Seminole
Indians. ti
The
there appeared to be no greater anxiety ex that the American Congress, by merely ex- i or agents, for the purpose of carrying into the lhostilities
pressed by those interested in the trade to pressing their intention of not menacing or in effect the will of the late Wm. Smithson, of bill was read a third lime and passed, and sent emy ; establishing an Academy at Princeton
n' '
this country, nor had there been any depres sulting France, would give all the explana- ' London, for founding a college at Washing to the Senate for concurrence. Adj. to Mon-,
day.
sion in American stocks.
ton.
lions required.
MONDAY, JAN. 11. !
From these papers we are permitted to
The private correspondence of the London
The list of unfinished business laid on the I
MAINE LEGISLATURE
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 6.
extract the following :
Boston Fat.
Press makes things look rather more squally.
table Saturday, was taken up and referred t&
The Morning Herald of Nov. 30. says :— —A letter in the Morning Chronicle dated
The act supplemental to an act to amend
the appropriate committees. The bill ab0|.
SENATE.
“The Paris papers of Saturday and the eve Paris, Dec. 3, says, “ It is M. de Broglie who the Judiciary System, coming up to a third
ishing capital punishments was referred to a
THURSDAY, JAN. 7.
ning papers dated yesterday, together with threatens to let loose the dogs of war.” Af- j reading, a debate occurred between Messrs.
joint special committee, consisting of Messrs I
The President announced the following
letters from several of our foreign corres ter stating that the French Government has: Black, Benton, Clayton and Porter, when
............... ........
j Purinton, Robinson, Allen, Kelsey ai)(j I
standing committees :
pondents, have arrived to us by express.
threatened to consider a non-intercourse law the question was taken by yeas and nays, and !
On Bills in the second reading—Messrs, i Striekland on the part of the Senate.
The domestic matter published in the on the part of the United State’s, as an act of decided in the affirmative—yeas 38 ; Mr. Hill Greene, Purinton, Allen, McIntire, Latham, | Ou mot,on of
Punnton, the several
French papers comprises some matters of war, the writer says—“ in the mean time the voting in the negative. So the bill was pass Manter. Strickland, Severance, Merrow, subjects commended to the attention ofthe I
importance. We regret to collect from it French seaports are alive and eager for the ed.
Spear, Talbot, Kelsey.
| Legislature in the Governor’s Message, were
and our private letters, that a rupture between fray. The fishing fleets are all returned to
On Engrossed Bills—Messrs. Clark, Fish, referred to the appropriate standing commit.
France and the United States is deemed possi harbor, and leave 15,000 hardy seamen to the
THURSDAY, JAN. 7.
Miller, Jarvis, Staples, Frye, Jewett, Benson, itees» with the exception of the following
ble. JI levy oj seamen has been ordered disposition of the Government. ‘ It is the
Mr. Morris presented petitions from Ohio, Robinson, Swift, Weeks.
¡which were referred to joint select committhroughout the maritime towns of the kingdom. very momelit to commence,’ as the numer praying for the abolition of slavery in the
An order came from the House, appointing 'teeSi Upon the raising of silk worms for the
The quota of the Pas de Calais is fixed at 800 ous petitions for letters of marque from St. i District of Columbia. As soon as they had
• - - select
■
> and• manufacture of silk ; upon a geological survey I
a joint
committee to prepare rules
men.
Malo, and such ports, al] repeat in unison. It been read, Mr. Calhoun demanded that the
orders. The Senate concurred, and Messrs. ofthe State ; and upon so much as relates to I
LONDON, NOV. 30.
is really to be hoped that these amateurs will | question should first be taken on their recep
Clark, Severance and Purinton were joined. the deaf and dumb. The subject of (heap,
An impression obtained much ground be disappointed.”
tion, which he considered to be the prelimina
Mr. Talbot, from the committee to whom propriation of twenty townships of land for
among many of the speculators to-day that
The Journal des Dehats resumed in its' ry question, which every Senator had a right
the
votes for Senators were referred, made a the support of common schools, and that of
the French Government were determined to in number on the 3d, its speculations on the i to demand. Mr. C. spoke at considerable I report
¡n substance confirming the returns as the Indian fund were referred to the joint !
Lzx
4
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J
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sist on the “ amende honorable" from the Uni state of parties in the United States, anticipa length on the subject—in ♦the
select committee
on the Treasurer’.s r>Report.
"
course z-xof
bis I ’ ad
n)it
t’ed. .by the
Governor apd Council,
and. C/d/Artt
ted States, and this coupled with the fact that ting in the commencement the arrival of Mr. remarks he reflected with much severity up- published by the Secretary of State, in ail the
Petition of Jonathan Farrar and others for i
some heavy sales of Consols had been made j Van Buren at the Presidency, and thence the on the measures of the abolitionists. 1 he counpes except Somerset, in which cobnty a bank at Bangor—of Bank of Cumberland
the previous afternoon, by some influential, renewal of friendly relations between Ameri South, he said, would never submit to their the votes for Charles C. Greene and for Le- for an increase of capital stock.
parties, tended greatly to increase the hea ca and France, the wisdom and pacific dispo interference and the true course was at once I v, Johnsons were added by the committee to
viness in the market.”
sition of that candidate being notorjous. On to put an end to these petitions, by showing I the list of regular returns for Charles Greene
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
The Courier^ Français has an article to his competitor, Gen. Harrison, the Doctrinaire that they would not be received. Mr. Mor- > an(] £evi Johnson, and several others erroTHURSDAY, JAN. 7. I
prove that the French navy is vastly superi Journal founds even stronger hope, because, ns maintained the sacred character of the) njeously spelled were added to the votes of
The committee appointed to contract with I
or to that of the American, and will undoubt military man though he be, the General is a right of petition. He considered the claim-1
some person to act as assistant Clerk, report- i
edly be able to annihilate the whole American man of staid sober sense—in nothing passion ing of the power to prescribe to the people, those for whom they were obviously intend ed that they had contracted with E. St. John
ed
to
be
given,
making
the
result
as
follows
—
navy in case of hostilities between the two ate or violent.
Neally to perform that duty, for $2 per day, I
Nevertheless as there exists how, when, and on what subjects, they were
7964
Whole number of votes
countries. It gives a list of 50 French ves-j not in the world (according to the Doctrinaire I to petition, as turning the right of petition
The Speaker announced the Monitors for
1992
Necessary to a choice
seis of war, now in actual service on the of the Debates) a more proud or pretending into a mere mockery ; and that Congress
the several divisions of the House.
2034
James
Manter
has
ocean.
person than the American democrat, and be-1 could exercise no discretion beyond the con
The committee appointed to contract with
1972
John L. Blake
A letter from Vienna states that there is the ing for the moment impressed with the idea I dition that the petitions should be worded in
some suitable person to watch the State
1952
Levi
Johnson
best authority for believing that the allied that it is necessary for his dignity to prove : respectful terms.
House in the night time, reported that the
Several other Senators
1910
Charles Greene
Sovereigns are privately sending money to his superiority over Frence, it may possibly participated in the debate, when the motion
committee had performed that duty.
57
Scattering
Don Carlos !
become the electioneering policy of the can was postponed till Monday.
The committee appointed to contract with
James Manter is declared elected, and
The Courier of Lyons says, the Sardinian didates for the Presidency to flatter the pride
some suitable person to perform the dutiesof
The Bill making appropriation for sup
flotilla whose destination is unknown, will and the warlike propensities and pretensions pressing hostilities with the Seminole In John L. Blake and Levi Johnson are report- Messenger and Page, reported that they had
be composed of five 60 gun frigates, three of the lower orders of American citizens, and : dians, was received from the house, read ed by the committee as the constitutional contracted with Thomas Baker.
frigates of from 44 to 50 guns, a sloop, a cut countenance the hostile demonstrations which twice, and referred to the Committee on Fi candidates to fill the vacancy.
The Speaker announced the Committee
Adjourned till half past 2 P. M.
ter, two brigs and six gunboats. A levy en it appears but too probable Gen. Jackson will nance. Adjourned to Monday.
on Elections—Messrs. Parris of Buckfield,
AFTERNOON.
masse of seamen has been made on the coasts have recommended to Congress.
The Joint Select Committee, to which was Allen of Bangor, Bunker of Cranberry Isle,
of Piedmont, from Nice to Spezzia, which in
Our Paris letter mentions that something
referred the returns of votes for Governor for Lane of Hollis, Hunt of Gorham, Fosset of
cludes all adults between 18 and 45 years.
like a panic pervaded the Bourse on Thurs
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
the current political year, have attended to Bristol, Paine of Hallowell.
The news from Spain is of little moment. day, owing to the increasing apprehensions of
Ordered, That the certificates of election
MONDAY, JAN. 4.
the
duty assigned them and report,
The Queen’s speech at the opening of the war with America.
be taken from the files and committed to the
Mr.
Adams
presented
a
petition
for
the
ab

That
the
whole
number
of
votes
allowed
Chambers was generally applauded.
Letters from the best sources in France, re
olition of Slavery in the District. Instantly, by the Committee to have been duly retnrn- committee on elections, with orders to report
ceived by the Albany, in general, continue to
Mr. Glascock, of Georgia, rose and moved ed, is 45,208 ; of this number Robert P. Dun- thereon as soon as may be.
Later from France.—The packet ship Al speak favorably of the probable adjustment of
The report of the Joint Standing Commit
that the petition be not received; and proceed- lap has 27,733 ; William King has 16,860 ;
bany has arrived at New York from Havre, the difficulties between the two countries.
*
ed to debate the question. Mr. Adams call-1 and all other persons have 615; that the tee appointed to examine the returns of votes
having sailed Dec. 3. We copy the follow
ed him to order, under a rule of the House, number necessary to constitute an election is for Governor, was received from the Senate.
ing articles from the N. Y. Journal of Com
Late and Important from Texas.—Letters
Mr. Perkins of Kennebunk-port moved to
which is in these words : ‘ Petitions shall be 22,605 ; that Robert P. Dunlap having 27,merce.
were received in this city yesterday, dated
presented by the Speaker or by a member in 733 votes, and 10,258 more than all other recommit with instructions to allow the voles
Mr. Barton, late U. S. Charge d’Affaires at New Orleans, Dec. 20th, announcing that
his place ; a brief statement of the contents persons voted for, is constitutionally elected of Lisbon and Chester, which were rejected
Paris, came passenger in the Albany. He the town of San Antonio de Bexar has sur
thereof shall verbally be made by the introdu Governor of the State of Maine for the cur by the committee, because they were not re
left Paris on the 29th Nov. and Havre on the rendered to the Texian forces, which at our
turned to the office ofthe Secretary of Slate,
cer and shall not be debated or decided on the rent political year.
last accounts were beseiging it. Gen. Cos,
3d of Dec.
day of their being first read, unless when the
In many of the returns allowed by your 30 days prior to rhe 1st Wednesday in Janua
The Chamber of Peers convened on the the Mexican Commandant, with a few of his
House shall direct otherwise, but shall lie on committee to have been duly made, the name ry, according to the provisions of the Con
8th Nov. for the trial of the Luneville prison troops, had retired to the citadel ; but as the
the table,’ &c.
The Speaker decided that of the town was not set against the signature stitution.
ers, comprising the first division of the per town was occupied by the Texians and their
Mr. Perkins’ motion was lost, after somo
Mr. Glascock was in order. Mr. Adams ap of the Selectmen, either in the inside or out
sons accused of being concerned in the April prisoners, and Cos’ forces without provisions,
pealed. Hereupon a most animated debate side of said returns ; but as there was enough debate, and the report was then accepted in
conspiracy.
he would be compelled to surrender himself
ensued, upon the question of order, which in the body of the returns to show from Concurrence.
There has been a change of Ministry in a prisoner of war in a few days.
occupied the entire sitting of the House. what towns they came, your Committee al
Portugal, occasioned by the reluctance of the
JV. Y. Cour.
Enq.
FRIDAY, JAN. 8.
The question involved in these proceedings lowed and counted them.
Queen to let the 2d division of Portuguese
Remonstrance of J. W. Lincoln, et als,
is new and important. The constitutional
The return from New Vineyard, in the
troops enter Spain agreeably to the Quadru
We learn that information has been receiv right of petitioning goes for nothing, if the county of Somerset, although made into the against the right of Frederick Hobbs to hold
ple Treaty. A new Ministry was thereupon ed by private letters, in this city, of the ports
House may reject a petition summarily, with office of the Secretary of State in season, was a seat in this House as Representative from
formed, with the Marquis de Louie at its of Mexico having been shut against the ves
out reading, as the members from the South ! not sealed up as the Constitution requires, Eastport, was presented and referred to the
head.
sels of the United States ; a measure induced contend. This debate called up a great num ' and the votes were rejected by your Com Committee on Elections.
A sad calamity occurred at Greenock, Nov. probably by the embarcation of so many of
A committee was appointed, consisting of
her of persons, and before taking any ques mittee.
21, in consequence of the bursting of the dam our citizens in hostilities against the authori
tion upon it the House adjourned.
The returns from Troy in the County of Messrs. Holmes, Tobin, Lake and others, to
on the Cartsburn rivulet. The torrent, in its ties of that country. We have no further
Waldo, Brownfield in the County of Oxford, report Rules and Orders for the House.
progress towards the sea, overflowed almost ! information, however, than the naked fact of
Ordered, That 2000 copies of the Govern
Dexter
in the County of Penobscot, and Pem
TUESDAY,
JAN.
5.
the entire suburbs of Greenock called Craw the shutting of the ports.—.Nat. lut.
or’s Message be printed, by a vote of94 to 55,
broke
and
Whiting
in
the
County
of
Wash

ford’s Dyke, destroying property to the value
On motion of Mr. J. Q. Adams, it was
At 11 o’clock, the Senate came in, and the
ington, were not attested by the Clerks of
of £30,000, and Jarty-eight lives.
Resolved, That the Committee on Revolu-,
IMPORTANT FROM MEXICO.
j these towns, and were severally rejected by two branches went into convention, to fill the
PARIS, NOV. 30.
tionary
Pensions,
be
instructed
to
inquire
in-I
The following article from the Newi Or
vacancy existing in the 10th Senatorial Dis
The Eclaireur ofToulon of the 25th inst. leans True American, of 21st of December, to the expediency of restoring to the list of j your Committee.
trict.
The ¿f
return
from signed
North by'
Berwick
in ‘the
announces that the Maritime Prefect had re is full of interest. The sudden stopping of Pensioners for seivices in the Revolutionary
York,"was
b.'ifone
of
A committee was appointed to receive,
ceived orders by telegraph for equipping and the trade between New Orleans and Mexico, War, the names of a 1 persons who were ent,-; the ge|ectmen ’of sai(f town/and therefore sort and count the votes, and having attend
the
Selectmen
of
said
town,
and
therefore
arming the Algesiras, of 84 guns, the Scipion must produce great embarrassment to the for tied to and ohtamed pensions under the act rejec[e|) b
Committee.
ed to that duty, reported that the whole numof 82, and the Artemise frigate of 52guns, for mer place, and a stoppage of a stream of eight of Congress of 18lh March, 1818 but whose j JThe ret”s f|.om Lishon ¡n th Co|Jn
of
¡r of votes was
178
the purpose of forming part of the squadron millions of hard dollars, flowing regularly into names were afterwards stricken from the list, | T.inp„|n
cheer io d.B oonnrv of P«_
90
Necessary to a choice
of observation.
The Eclaireur, upon this, i the United States, will be felt all over the and have not since been restored for the sin Lincoln, and Chester iri the county of Pe
158
Levi Johnson had
nobscot, were not made to the orhce
office ot the
,
,
,
•
l nonscot,
observes, that according to all appearances1 country, 'until time shall be afforded for es gle
reason, that they were not in abject pov- jj secretary
of State, thirty days ^Liui
prior to the UBot;
first
20
John L. Blake
V/LÏÂ4 J wi MUllV) llJilLJ
this squadron will assemble in the ocean, and ' tablishing the circuitous trade to which it
14
Blanks
/.
i z-<
•
f Wednesday of January, as the Constitution
hold itself in readiness to act against the must lead.
Mr. Cambreleng, from the Comm.ttee on requires, a;ld were theJrefore rejected by your which report was accepted, and the conven
,But we should like to know up
Americans.
on what principle of public law, the United Ways and Means, reported a bill making ap
tion was then dissolved.
The Brest Armuricain of the 24th inst. 1 States have a right to complain, of a non-in propriations for repressing hostilities com Committee.
NATHANIEL CLARK, Chairman.
contains the following details of the move- j tercourse act adopted by the Mexican gov menced by the Seminole Indians. The fur
SATURDAY, JAN. 9.
The Senate proposed, and the House con
ments in the port of Brest : “ The frigates j
Mr. Holmes from the Committee to whom was
ernment in self-defence % We had better be ther consideration of the subject of the abo curred, in an order for a convention at elev
Didon and Terpsichore have been put upon | cautious how we move upon this delicate lition of slavery was postponed until Thurs
referred the subject of the Rules and Orders,
en o’clock to-morrow, for the purpose of made a report which was accepted and 800cop
the war establishment by the completing of: question, or, we might perchance find our day, 12th inst.
filling the vacancy at the Board.
their crews. Yesterday the fiftieth perma-!
ies ordered to be printed for the use of the How
selves in the awkward predicament, of con
A joint committee having been appointed —250 copies to be deposited with the Secretary
nent company embarked on board the ship 1
demning a measure when applied to us by
WEDNESDAY, JAN. $.
to wait on the Governor and inform him of of State, for the use of the next Legislature.
of the line Jupiter, whose crew will be in-1
others, which we consider to be entirely jus
Mr. Jarvis of Maine submitted a resolu his election, the two houses went into con
At 11 o'clock the Senate came in and both
creased to 800. The 90 gun ship lena, and tifiable and pacific, when applied by us to
tion, that the subject of the Abolition of Sla vention in the Representative Chamber, branches went into Convention, and proceeded to
the Santi Petri are being rapidly fitted out. others
Philadelphia Gaz.
very in the District of Columbia ought not to when the Governor and the executive offi the choice of Councillors and Secretary of State.
The ships Didon, xAJlier, Loire, and Recher
A Committee was appointed to receive, sort and
If it be true that the Mexican Government
che, will sail on the first favorable wind. has prohibited the entry of American vessels be entertained by Congress—and that in case cers came in, and the oath of office was ad count the votes for Councillors,—having attend
any
petition
praying
for
such
abolition
be
ministered
by
the
President
of
the
Senate,
Great numbers of seamen daily arrive at into their ports, an evil has been inflicted up
hereafter presented, it is the deliberate opin and the Secretary of State made proclama ed to that duty the Committee reported that the
Brest.”
whole number of votes were 195, necessarytos
on the whole country—and especially upon ion of the House that the same ought to be tion accordihgly.
Dec. 2.—The Constitutionnel remarks that the city of New-Orleans—of the most serious
choice 98.
laid
upon
the
table
without
being
referred
or
Shortly
afterwards
the
Secretary
of
State
Jabez Bradbury had 141 Jona. Hammond, jr. 51
as for the American difference, it is generally
character. The trade between this place and
55
140 Tappan Rpbie
thought that the departure of Admiral de Mexico* alone, is eight millions a year !—and printed. After some discussion, Mr. Wise brought in the annual Message of the Gov William Dunn
55
of
Virginia,
offered
a
stronger
Resolution
ernor,
which
was
read,
and
600
copies
or

Seth Labaree
140 Zina Hyde
Mackau with an imposing force is rather a at one blow this has been stopped—and stop
54
which
he
proceeded
to
advocate,
when
Mr.
dered to be printed for the use of the Senate. John Burnham
138 Jabez Moody
guarantee of peace than of war. In pres
ped at a moment when increased quantities
140 Jos. H. Underwood 55
Accompanying the Governor’s message Joseph Johnson
ence of the French squadron President Jack- of goods especially adapted to the markets of Glascock, of Georgia, submitted the follow
Charles Greene
142 Samuel M. Pond 55
son must come to a decision. America Mexico, are now in the possession of many ing, which Mr. Wise accepted as a modifica was the report of Albert Smith and Peter H.
fl
Timothy Pilsbury 141 John L. Blake
tion
of
his
own,
viz
:
Green,
who
were
appointed
by
the
Governor
would not have an equal force to oppose
13
John S. Blake
of our merchants, independent of the many
Resolved,
That
any
attempt
to
agitate
the
of
Maine
to
confer
with
the
authorities
of
France, and peace would prevail the more
4.
Scattering,
millions of American goods, which must at Question of Slavery in the House, is calcula Lower Canada in relation to the contempla
easily, from the circumstance that the expla
And the seven gentlemen first named were de
this time,be locked up in the Mexican ports. ted to disturb the Compromise of the Consti ted Railway to Quebec. The report was
nations demanded require nothing humilia
The Government of Mexico has taken a tution,—to endanger the Union—and if per laid on the table and 600 copies ordered to clared elected.
ting on the part of the United States.
A Committee was appointed to receive, sod
most effectual way to arouse the U. S. Gov sisted in, to destroy, by a servile war, the be printed. Adj.
Dec. 1.—The Renovateur says :—“ M.
and count the votes for Secretary of State, ano
ernment and those interested in the prosperi peace and prosperity of the country.
Bois le Comte, the mostsupleof diplomatists,
having attended to that duty reported that the
ty of New Orleans, to the impropriety of per
Mr. Glascock, made a few remarks in fa
FRIDAY, JAN. 8.
is immediately to set out for the United
whole number of votes was 173 ; necessary to a
mitting the fitting out of expeditions within vor of adopting such a course as would unite
The
report
of
the
Joint
Committee
on
choice 77 ; Asaph R. Nichols had 148, Nathan
States, on a mission to President Jackson.
our borders, to aid the conflicting parties in the South and the North on this question, Rules & Orders, came up from the House, al D. Appleton 41, Asa Redington, jr. I, Blanks 3.
It is to be hoped that M. Bois le Comte will
any province or State of Mexico. It may be and put an end to this distracting subject. tering the Rules and Orders so as to have three —Which report was accepted. Asaph R. Nich
be more successful than he was in his mis
said we can force open the Mexican ports ; He was not unwilling that some resolution Committees, one on Roads and Bridges, one ols was thereupon declared elected.
sion to Mehemet Ali, in 1833.”
suppose we do ; if the government seize should pass, declaring it to be the opinion of on Canals and Railroads, and one on Interior
The Impartial states, that no fewer than
American goods and produce when landed, the House that Congress had not the power Waters, instead of the usual' committee on
MONDAY, JAN. Ufifteen ships of the line and fifteen frigates
what does our success avail us ?—we should
Report of the Treasurer of State on the state
have been ordered to be armed and equipped be obliged to have an army to accompany the to legislate on the subject of Slavery, in the Turnpikes, Bridges and Canals.
of the Finances was received.
District of Columbia ; but he knew it to be a
for active service.
Mr. Mansor of Monroe introduced an order re
goods to effect a sale, or obtain payment. doubtful question, as to which the most emi
SATURDAY, JAN. 9.
LONDON, NOV. 27.
quiring the Messenger of the House to keep the
But is it not probable, if matters proceed to
The list of unfinished business, referred Lobbies and Committee rooms clear of boys and
The Paris papers contain accounts of the further extremities, will not the Mexican Gov nent of our jurists differed, and even the peo
ple of the South held conflicting opinions.
from the Legislature of 1835 to the present, idle spectators,» and also to prevent more than
naval preparations making by France to meet
ernment grant commissions to privateers, and
He had no disposition to censure those of was read and laid on the table, among which I fifteen grocers and venders of candies, sugar
the contingency of war with the United
sweep the American commerce from the
plums, ^c. to carry on their trade in the Lobbies.
States ; but we still hope they will not be re Gulf? We think so ; they have no com the North who might hold that Congress had is the following :—
Petition of Charles Stinson et als. for the On motion of Mr. Parris, Ordered, That it lie 0,1
quired. Really if the American President merce to lose ; we have,—and there are many the power in this District, and he would give
and the French Ministers wish to make bold and desperate men ready to act as cap them the more credit, on that account, for establishment of a horse or steam ferry from the table.
On motion of Mr. Wells of Hallowell, Order
statemanship the laughing stock of mankind, tains of privateers, and reap a rich harvest going with the South against all interference Kittery to Portsmouth—of inhabitants of
by Congress with the subject. It was the ob Fryeburg for atoll bridge across Saco River ed, That the Committee on the Judiciary be in
they will spend a few millions, shed the from the seizure of our merchant ships.
to inquire ----into the expediency . of fixing
ject of his resolution to soothe the exaspera in said town—of Charles Clement et als. for structed
blood of their subjects, and destroy the pros
The Government is imperatively called up ted feeling of the South, and restore harmo leave to cut a channel from Shepherd’s River
aw
t
le
time
of
the
execution of cnmina
perity of the two nations over which they
on to protect the commerce of this part of our ny to this House. It proposed all which the to Saco Riyer-of Stephen Sewall et als. to $er
death, not «e’edmg ow
preside, in this most insignificant and unin country.
South required, and no more than they had a be incorporated for the purposeof connecting
™*
telligible quarrel.—Courier.
right to ask.
the lakes in Winthrop and neighboring towns Committee on the Judiciary be instructed tomThe office of the Branch Bank at Norfolk
A call for the orders of the day prevented with Kennebec river—of Ichabod Jordan et quire^ntolhe expediency o7modifying the crimLater from Europe.—By the ship Helen, at was closed on Thursday, Dec. 31st, the Di any further proceedings on the above sub- als. that the County Commissioners of York inal jurisdiction of the Justices of our Courts,
New York from Liverpool, London papers to rectors having adjourned without day.
JecL
may be authorized to lay out a public high- and otherwise modifying our criminal laws.

FOREIGN" NEWS.___

On motion of Mr. Holmes, Ordered, That the laamagMM
[communication.]
Latest from Europe.—The packet ship Low-i
Committee on the Judiciary be instructed to in
M
r. Remich,—‘By a law of this State, it is ell arrived here yesterday from Liverpool/
quire into the expediency of increasing the num
whence she sailed Dec. 20. We have received
ber of Justices of our Supreme Judicial Court,
SATURDAY, JANUARY 16, 1836. made the duty of the several County Treas by her our files of London papers to the evening TO PERSONS AFFLICTED WITH THE FOLLOW
urers to cause to be published in the month
and of the Court of Common Pleas.
of
the 18th.
ING COMPLAINTS, VIZ J
The Speaker announced the following Stand
The Message of Gov. Dunlap and the of January annually, in their respective
We find nothing of any importance on the Scrofula,
ing Committees'of the House.
Scurvy,
Counties, a full and fair statement of the fi
On Elections—Messrs. Parris of Buckfield, Al proceedings of the Legislature of this State nancial concerns of their respective Counties, subject of the differences between France and Leprosy,
Foul Festering Ethis
country,
except
the
following
from
the
cor

len of Bangor, Bunker of Cranberry Isle, Lane of occupy a large portion of our columns to together with the particular items of receipts
Salt Rheum,
ruptions,
Hollis, Hunt of Gorham, Fosset of Bristol, Paine day. The Message will be read with interest and expenditures of the same. I perceive in respondence of the London Times. The London
Courier says that the Paris papers are remarka St. Anthony’s Fire,
Pimpled and Car
of Hallowell.
Fever Sores, even
On Leave of Absence—Bradford of Friend by all parties^—it gives a flattering picture of the last Saco paper an “ Exhibit” of Samuel bly silent on the subject.-Boston Daily Adv
buncle d Faces,
France and America.-NVhen the treaty was
ship, Burr ol Argyle, Boothbay of Embden, Ba the finances of the State, and its recommend- Burbank, Treasurer ofYork County, which
when the bones are Sore Eyes,
voted
Mr.
Livmgston
demanded
his
passports
and
I presume, was intended jo be his annual
ker
affected,
n of'Sleuben,
ui oiuuueu, Barrows
uunows of
or Burnham
Durntiam.
iations are generally judicious and deservinoSore Legs,
C
On
Imance-btewart of Anson, Dillingham L,
?
..
.
c ,
„
, ,a statement of the County finances, in compli- 1 quitted France. The Duke de Broglie forwar
Scald Head,
Hamlen of Hampden, Cushing of Au-1the attentive consideration of the People’s ance with the statute. But this “ exhibit” j ded then a despatch to M. Pageot, the Charge d’ White Swellings,
of Turner,
Tur
gusta, Lord of Kennebunk,‘Waite of Falmouth, representatives. It would have been an un- does not appear to be such a “ full and fair Affaires of France at Washington, officially in Violent Eruptions
V’mereal
Taints,
Reynolds of Garland.
iI exceptionable document, although it certain- statement of the particular items of receipts nouncing to him that the 25,000,000 francs had
after Measles,
when Mercury has
been
voted
by
the Chambers, and that they were
On Change of Names—Tiffanyof Sidney, Fos- .
and expenditures,” as the Law makes it the ' at the disposal of the President, provided the A- Ulcers,
failed,
| ly cannot be called a very able one, if the parie A- i--------.
ter of Amherst, Leishman of Boothbay.
of the
to ¡publish.
For
.
.
‘
I duty
" vJ
mv Treasurer
J. i vue>i.i i vt
iw
juviish,
J.
U1 inIII.. ___ some |and (l^ disorders arising from an impure
On County Estimates —Sturdivant of Cumber- ! agraph relating to the small bill act had been ¡ stance, I find under the head of “ expendi- merican Government consented to take s
,
?
------------ -steps to satisfy the offended dignity of France estate ofthe Blood and Humors__ are nssurpil
land, Mildram of Wells, McMillan of Fryeburg,!
of this
ofall par-1tu,’es’ l^at Mr- Burbank has paid the
round !t is important
to remark that
in this dispatch the that
omitted. The People
___ (______
____State,
,
..... ...........
.
_______
Freeman of Monmouth, Watts of St. George,; ties,
have expressed their disapprobation of i S,,m °f SeVEN hundr£d ^Ye’dollars sixty i Buke de Broglie had the precaution never to ah
Lennen ofSearsmont, and Lippencott of Colum-1
DR. RELFE’S
.
.
three
cents for “ Miscellaneous Ac- ! Hi^e to the message of the President, and that he
bia.
!
OnEnffrossed Bill.-Humpbr.y of Gray !thlsact’ the-v ha»e questioned its expediency counts.” What these accounts wcre for,!
iu^lf'vilh simply <,ivin? the AmerKTBotanical
Dean of Biddeford, Thayer of Paris, Little of
denied its utility, in failing to observe its > which constituted this large sum, is not stated, hian LrOVerninent.aa 'TPoUunity of explaining
Continue Unrivalled,
™ ’ ’ ’Lane of—
’<Chadwick
............... of Gardiner. I
,
°.
...be Ij ^ot a s’n"Ie ’tef» is specified—yet
......
r
J, the
language which hayd offended the French
Portland,
Hollis,
1 ____
would
the
Law
ch
requisitions. Which course, then,
I ^.lambers. This dispatch, as I have already! for the Prevention, Relief, and Cure of these
On Bills in third reading—Potter of Augus
I expressly requires that the “ particular items” i ''
, said, was addressed directly to M. Pageot, who I
most honorable to our legislators—“ the )
complaints.
ta, Cogswell of Berwick, Hobbs of Eastport, Mc
i of “expenditures” should be named. Ti
1 he , received orders to go in person to Mr. Forsyth, to !
Intire of Parsonsfield, Woodbury of Minot, Allen vindication of the legislative authority,” by j reason for publishing the required statement,
___proof
of /which
read the
following
lent,read it to him, and to offer to leave a conv with
o
//
>
’ ................
of Bangor, Sproule of Waldoboro’.
hin,,. jit xvij]5; j am
, be
Remarkable cure of a case of 12 years
‘ such additional enactments’ as shall render i was to inform the people who pay the taxes >i him.
........sure
..... }
_ admitted that nothOn Pay Roll—Buzzell of Cape Elizabeth,
I for what purposes their money is exacted, I ing' couhave been conducted with more re- „tan^: Extract ofa leUe7.’ "J "
Mander of Palermo, Webb of Bloomfield; Car more effectual a law, evidently odious to the
moderation ; it was impossible to take
Sir- “ My leg, which before did not look
penter of Foxcroft, Goodwin of Brownfield, Lat great mass of the people, and having no bet i and I regVet that lyir. Burbank has not com-! serve
plied with the requisition df the Law, and ! ino?! precaution not to wound the amour propre like a human limb, is now entirely healed
ten of Sullivan, Curtis of Harpswell.
ter or stronger argument, when the matter i given a full and fair statemeat of the particu- °i 4 American Government. Mr. Forsyth simup, (after resisting every other application
JOINT STANDING COMMITTEES.
1.-4------- . r
j ply declared that he had nof explanations
to frive.-- ---- ---- f'-"
I .
. .
o IV H 1 V t- .
L
1
Irv ♦' h 1 o
o f z» < ! . i
_ !
I
. •.
H
On the Judiciary—Messrs. Greene, Benson is stripped ofall verbiage, for its enactment, lar items of expenditures ais it requires. The j JIn
for
years I)
Previous to taking your
this state
things remained
until
about three
<)r 12 years!)
charge
for
“
miscellaneous
accounts"
is
cer

j
than
that
it
is
a
party
measure
—
necessary
and
and Jarvis, of the Senate ; Messrs. McIntire of :
weeks, agor when. Mr. Barton,’ the’Tme^can Relfe’s Botanical Drops, I had given up all
Parsonsfield, Holmes of Alfred, Smith of West-' expedient only because the theory is a favorite tainly quite too general to answer the pur Charge d Aftaires at Paris, presented himself one
hope of relief.”
poses intended.
One who pays taxes.
brook, Parris of Buckfield, Wells of Hallowell,:
in.orning ut the Duke de Broglie’s, and informed
Another Case.
An Agent writes—
Higgins of Exeter, and, Hobbs of Eastport, of the j one with the President and because the pas
him that he.had received .orders from his Gov
House.
Mexico.—New Orleans papers to Dec. 24, ernment
____ . to clitin? the. 25,000,090 francs voted by ‘J There is a . ...person taking
sage of an act here, based upon this
o the'Botanical
_____________
On Literary Institutions—Messrs. Purinton, theory, would show that his sentiments were give later accounts from Mexico. The ports ! 6
,e Chamber,
the
Chamber. The Duke de ¡.Broglie, in reply, Pfpps; evidently with the greatest advanSeverance and Allen of. the Seriate; Messrs.)
of Mexico had not been Closed as was ru- !>''c ;,r™rf
l?aiW> »»<1 should ’luge.” lie declares, to use'his own words
Scammon, of Pittston, Humphrey of Gray, Paine 1 the rule of action of his supporters in this rnoured, except that there was a temporary be made over to him, if he came to rrive the ex c s. • i •
**
of Hallowell, Hamlin of Hampden, Emery of) section of the Union—or to consult the wish
planations mentioned in the dispatch communi- i *
,s
wonders for him,” and is, as it
embargo at Tampico and Vera Cruz, to pre
Saco, Hunt of Gorham, and Hubbard of Wiscas-)
cated Io Mr. Forsyth by M. Pageot.
' WPre? snatching him from the grave.”
set, of the House.
I es of the majority and repeal an act which vent intelligence going abroad of the equip
Mi. Barton declared (thiff he had no explana-1
Numerous instances have occurred where
On Banks and Banking—Messrs Jarvis, Jew- ! offers no immediate or prospective advantages, ment of cutters for the coast of Texas. The . im^tergrve, and thatfiis only mission was to ; persons were pining away a miserable exett and Spear, of the Senate ; Messrs. Perkins of I that will in any measure requite our citizens ports are now open to the American trade,
IbnedZ”i:'iSW*1|Ce’nOtl,ing,h^ COul(1 P™“"and it is said that the interior of the country ty
Kennfebunk-port, Richardson of Portland, Gor-!
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don of Belfast, Sewall of Bath, Allen of Bangor, 1 for the inconvenience and trouble to which is in a state of greater tranquility than for
VXhitney of Calais and Coombs of Waterville, of 1 its strict observance would subject them ? some months past. The Bee adds,
the House.
It was also stated that the former refracto
Perhaps a majority of our Legislature will
On Incorporation of Towns—Messrs. Jewett,
ry states of Jalisco and Juanahanto have de
choose
to
flatter
the
President
and
“
vindi

Kelsey and Staples of the Senate ; Messrs, j
clared in favor of Santa Anna and centralism,
Chadwick of Gardiner, Bridges of Charlotte, cate the legislative authority,” rather than and that even Zacatecas is likely to give her
Eddy of Corinth, Larvey of Woodstock, Conner 1 consult the wishes of their constituents, in
adhesion to the central form of Government;
of Fairfield, Linley of Union, and Means of Sedg
this matter. It such should be the result, as her citizens seem more disposed to follow
wick, of the House.
On Division of Towns—Messrs. Merrow, Rob it is gratifying to know that the people have trade than promote war or insurrection ; and
are engaged in forwarding conductas with
inson and Miller, of the Senate ; Messrs. Soule
the right and power of vindicating their au large amounts of specie to the maritime
■of Freeport, Goodridge of Rome, Weymouth of)
Belmont, Purinton of Bowdoinham, Brown of thority, and it is to be hoped that they will so coasts. We were also informed yesterday by
East Machias, Bradford of Livermore and Allen exercise their right, through the ballot boxes, an experienced merchant that most of tlfe
of Greene, of the House.
Mexican states will now combine against
On State Lands—Messrs. Fish, Clark and Tal as to teach our legislators that their interests Texas, in a common cause.
bot, of the Senate ; Messrs. Smith of Palmyra, must not be sacrificed on the altar of party.
The embargo rumoured was therefore rath
Hainlen of Hampden, Lypian of Portland, Brown
It will be seen by our diafy of legislative er menaced than enforced, or if enforced was
of Dover, Foster of Pembroke, Lennan ofSears
proceedings, that a large number of peti resorted to in only a few instances, and for
mont, and Keith of Winslow, of the House.
On State Roads—Messrs. Latham, Johnson, tions, orders, &c. have already been present special purposes.
We learfi that the prisoners who were ta
and Strickland, of’tlie Senate ; Messrs. Bodwell ed for the action of the Legislature. The
ken in the unsuccessful attack of Gen. Mejia,
of Shapleigh, Sampson of Readfield. Ames of
Hermon, Merritt of Jay, Morgan of Surry, Hall probability is, that the session will be a long twenty-eight in number, were shot at Tam
of Bowdoin, of the House.
and busy one.
pico on the 14th December.
On State Prison — Messrs. Kelsey, Weeks and
The Duke de Broglie's Letter.—'Vhe Philadelphia
Manter, of the Senate ; Messrs. Topset of Bris
Indian Hostilities.—A bill appropriating Gazette quotes a paragraph from the United States
tol, Wells of Hallowell, Chase of Camden, Bux
ton of North Yarmouth, Lord of Buxton, Stew $80,000 for the suppression of the hostilities | Telegraph, on the subject of the date when the letter
I of ihe Duke de Broglie was communicated to Mr.
ard of Anson, and Shaw of Orono, of the House.
On Roads and Bridges—Messrs. Talbot, Fish, ) of the Seminole Indians, has been hurried ' Forpih, and adds the following remarks.
> The facts of the case, we have good reasons for beand Swift, of the Senate ; Messrs. Cram of New through’the United States House of Repre' , as we editors sometimes say when we know a
Sharon, Farley of New Castle, Warren of Dur sentatives,
iPDtntH’oc ir»
__ 1 fhino
’ h to be so, are these.
! thing
The letter was first read to
in consequence of the reception
ham, Sewall v«
of Miuiiiiw
Limington
, vvaiK?
Doane <of
Orringtontun
,
m vrnnffion,
.
t
n
i
•
\
Mr.
Dickens, chiefclerk of the Department of Slate,
JX7___ J ... 11
«
r,- • 1
- .
&
Ward well ofP TA
Penobscot,
and» Fie!d
ofz» Mercer,
of at w«shmgton of alarming accounts of the on the 3d of September, Mr. Forsyth being absent ;
the House.
jI ravages committed by the Indians in the ter- and on the 11th of that month it was read to Mr. For
On
syth himself, who had in the mean time returned to
On Canals
Canals and
and Rail
Rail Roads
Roads—
—Messrs.
Messrs. Clark,
Clark, j
vi,.
11
. r
Benson
Y 1
d
Mr' Wh,te> dele^ate froin Washington.—An offer to furnish him with a copy was
Benson and
and Purinton,
Purinton, of
of the
the Senate
Senate ;; Messrs’j
Tuttle of Canaan, Little of Portland, Milliken of Florida, in moving to take up the bill, on the made by Mr. Pageot, Suf it was declined.
Lincolnville,
Higgins of” 7
Exeter,' Holmes
’ 7.
--------of
-‘7thinst.,statedthatthelndians“badcrdssThe Boston Transcript says, the most invvinthrop, r letcher of Thomaston, and Holt of a .k
j
, .
Blnehill, of the House.
ed lhe nver and were on the,r march to the
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n the Committee to# ;
?ct of the Rules andm
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irinted for the use ofthefc1 ;
deposited with theSetSj
ie of the next Legislatura !
the Senate came in any |
> Convention, andpwe« J
icillors and Secretaryoly ;
appointed to receive,*
• Councillors,-having«
> Committee reported that
zotes were 195, necessarid 141 Jona.
140 Tappan Robin
140 Zina Hyde
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141 John L Blako
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l:&en firsts*1
¡vas appointed torgJ
les for Secretary*
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otes was 173 n.efti
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as accepted. Asaph
declared elected.
earner of State on the

littee on th®
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lbe execution of "„i

,atb,

ufiùûS'Â

red to the terms of his dispatch.
Mr. Barton
then demanded his passports.
This interview
was very short, cold on both side?, but remarkably courteous. You may rely on this as a faithfol exposition of the facts as they occurred. It
has since been said that. Lord Granville has offer
ed the intervention of England to prevent this
war, so impolitic in its results, and so frivolous
in its cause, under the condition that France and
America would consent to accept this friendly
intervention. The French Government would
not have refused such a mediation, which could
but do honor to the two allied people, but it
would not be to its dignity to ask it, and it was
not for her to guarantee the acceptance of it by
the American Government.

MAI?\E LEGISLATURE.

. .
HOUSE.—TUESDAY, JAN. 12.
Petitions presented and Referred—id'
K.
Huichius et als. for incorporation as Sanford MauufacF.-Mason el als. tor incorporation as
Kail Koad Co.—of Jonathan Glidden et als. for a Bank
at Damariscotta village-of Franklin Keith et als. fora
Bank in Anson-rof Jonathan Holway et als. for a Bank
at Machias,—of Stockholders of Washington co. Bank
for increase of Cipkaf Stock,—of Mercantile Bank,
for same—of Columbus Burrill et als. for a Bank at
Kendall’s Mills in Fairfield.-of Thomas A. Hill'et als
fora Bank at Bangor,—of 1st parish in Kittery for
leave to sell its patronage, pasture,—of Beni. T. Mosh
er of Mary Fitts----- , of Geo. G. Purhard. of Jefferson
and Hannah Holmes, of Thomas Trickey et als. all for
change of name,—ofThomas R. Lane et als. for a re
peal of the poor debtor law,—of Selectmen of Kennebunk-port, for an amendment of the Constitution, so as
that the Legislative session shall be holden in the sum
mer,—of R. T. Dunlap et als. for a Bank at
Brunswick . of Phillip Eastman et als. for a Bank at
N. Yarmouth ; of Samuel Wheeler et als. f6r a renew
al of the charter of the Frontier Bank . of’Sewal Lake
et als. for a Bank ; of Sally Soothers et als, for change
of name ; ofStephen Rogers for same ; of Joseph Lit
I telligent of the Washington letter writers, tlefield 5th for same.

On Interior Waters—Messrs. Miller, Manter, seat °f Governrcfent of Florida, a large part and who have the best opportunities to ac
and Kelsey, of the Senate ; Messrs. Shaw of O- of the territory had already been laid waste quire accurate information, agree that our
rono, Stone 01 Brunswick, Bradbury of Athens,'
relations with France have lately assumed a
Garcelon of Lewiston, .Main of Dearborn, Cousins by them, and many families butchered.
more pacific aspect, and that hostilities are no
ofLyman,and Whitney of Calais, of the House. There was no force to oppose to them, and
It is asserted
On the Militia—Messrs. Strickland, Fish, and the President had determined to call out the longer to be apprehended.
with positiveness that our Government has
Greene, of the Senate ; Messrs. Shaw of San
ford, Eastman of Strong, Cunningham of Swan Georgia Militia, for which purpose the ap received despatches from France of a tranquilizing nature.
ville, Sproule of Waldoborough, Woodbury of propriation was wanted immediately.”
Minot, Lake of Bucksport, and Ricker of Leban
The
cause
of
this
disturbance,
it
appears
on, of the House.
Letters uuuj
from New aneaos
Orleans mention tne
the
„i
rn ,, ,
....
,
luoiivis
On Agriculture—Messrs. M’lntire, Swift and by a letter from Tallahassee, published in the I fa¡lui.e of a very large house there, and that
Manter of the Senate; and Messrs. Holmes of Baltimore American, is the refusal of the ; event had produced an unfavorable effect on
Winthrop, Dam of Newfield, Waterhouse of
the cotton market.—JV. Y. Jour, of Com.
Danville, Mansur of Monroe, Palmer of White- Seminóles to relinquish their present territory
at Tampa bay, which they agreed to do by
field, Tay lor of Porter, Labaree of Corinna.
Rumors.—The papers state that there is a
On Manufactures—Messrs. Frye, M’lntire and the treaty of May 9, 1832, at the end of three
rumor current that President Jackson has or
Jewett of the Senate ; Messrs. Smith of West
brook, Thayer of Parris, Chadbourn of Limerick, years from that date, and retire to the prairies dered every vessel of the navy into immedi
. Tibbets of Lisbon, O’Brien of W arren, Ames of of Arkansas. At the expiration of this term, ate commission.—Boston Journal.

Houie.'1’ and

? accepted, and the wj j
solved.
,

Drop$!

B°ardma“ of lsW>°r°'.°f Uio however, they

On Accounts—Messrs. Robinson, Clark, and
Weeks, of the Senate ; Messrs. Mildram of
Wells, Dillingham of Turner, Buxton of N. Yar
mouth, Davis of Mt. Vernon, Millett of Norway,
Reynolds of Garland, and Bachelder of Litch
field, of the House.
On Parishes—Messrs. Alien, Latham and,
Spear, of the Senate ; Messrs. Wilson of Somer
set, Goodwin of Brownfield, Stuart of Scarboro’,
‘Smith of Newburgh^ Reed of Phipsburg, Cook of
Waterboro’, Jordan of Raymond, of the House.
On Claims—Messrs. Staples, Talbot, and Kel
sey, of the Senate ; Messrs. Woodman of Wil
ton, Maxwell of Poland, Rollins of Nobleboro,
Taber of Vassalboro, Gage of East Pond Planta
tion, Bunker of Cranberry Isle, and Chase of
York, of the House.
On Public Buildings—.Messrs, Severance, Purintqn, and Jferrow, of the Senate ; .Messrs. To
bin of Hartford, Cram of Bridgton, Potter of Au
gusta, Philips of Avon, O’Brien of Cornish, Has
kell of Pownal, and Sanford of Topsham, of the
House.
On Interior Fisheries—Messrs. Weeks, .Miller,
and Latham, of the Senate ; .Messrs. Small of
JUachias, Deering of Kittery, Comstock of Lu
bec, Walton of Portland, Thwing of Woolwich,
Fifield of Deer Isle, and Smith of Vinalhaven, of
the House.
Oh .Military Pensions—.Messrs. Brown, Merrow, and Jarvis of the Senate; .Messrs. Ide of
Frankfort, Hubbard of Wiscasset, Bracket of Ac
ton, Knight of Otisfield, Lee of Oxford, Barton
of Windsor, and Hinds of Kingsfield, of the
House.
On Division and Alteration of Counties—
.Messrs. Spear, Fish, Johnson, Senate ; ¿Messrs.
Foster of Pembroke, Emery of Saeo, Chadbourne
of Standish, Fletcher of Thomaston, Adams of
Lincoln, Howard of Dresden, McDaniel of Corn
ville.
Many Petitions were presented and referred—among which were the following :—Petition of the
inhabitants of Camden for the alteration of the con
stitution of the State ; of the proprietors of the Congre
gational Meeting-house in Saco for a new valuation of
pews ; of James Irish et als. for a Rail Road from
Great Falls to Portland, of Ether Shepley et als. for a
Rail Road . of Deodat Brastow et als. for a rail road ;
of Charles Cummings et als. for a rail road from Bel
fast to Solon, and from thence to the Canada Line, on
the road to Quebec—of Isaac Merrill et als. for a rail
road from Great Falls to Portland ; of John Fuller et
als. for canal and rail road ; of Timothy Ferguson et
als. to be incorporated for the purpose of manufacturing
cotton and woollen, iron and steel goods, paper. &c.,
at South Berwick—of the President, Directors & Co.
. ofihe Maine Bank for the increase of their capital ; of
the Merchants’ Bank for same; of the Manufacturers’
and Traders’ Bank for same ; of the Union Bank for
same ; Theodore Wells et als. for a Mutual Fire Insu
rance Company ; of Wm. Carleton et als. for a Bank
at Camden.

exhibited no inclinatiion to
niove, and it was deemed proper by the offleers entrusted with their removal to give
them six months longer to prepare for their
journey. In the mean time the Indian agent
notified the Indians to bring in their cattle
and horses, which by the treaty were to be
surrendered and paid for, to be sold on the
1st and 15th Dec. The head chief assented,
but others resisted and shot their chief for
his subserviency to the white men. His
successor is determined to take no steps for
removing. The Seminóles it is said can.
bring about 2000 warriors into the field.
The settlers in the neighborhood infested
by the Indians are principally herdsmen,
whose cattle graze in the woods. The wri
ter of the letter alluded to above, thinks that
800 men can be mustered in the Territory to
oppose the Indians, including about 150 U. S«
troops who were at Cantonment Brook.

! ihg
if)^ them
t iem permanent
P^rman«nt relief,
relief, until
until they
they had
had
1 »Kide use ofihe above invaluable Medicine
j
'
1 hey are also the best Spring and Au
I

tumnal Physic.
Price $1, or 6 bottles for $5.

DUMFRIES’ REMEDY FOR

The

' ■

Piles!

NE of the best and most thorough
remedies known for this troublesome
complaint. It has mote perfectly answered
the purpose for which it is intended than
any other now in common use and affords
immediate and permanent reliefs both from
the disorder itself, and its accompanying
symptoms of pain in the loins, vertigo,
headache, loss of appetite, indigestion,
and other marks of debility.
(E/53Price $1. fon> both articles—Oint
ment and Electuary—or 50 cents when but
one only is wanted.
(t/^None are genuine unless signed T.
KIDDER, on the wrapper, [sole Proprie
tor, and successor to Dr. Conway,) by
whom they are for sale, at his Counting
Room, No. 99, Court street, Boston, and
by his special appointment, by
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk.
SAMUEL POPE, Kennebunk-port.
C. LITTLEFIELD, Wells.

O

Keiuiefrunk Social library.

THE Annual Meeting of the Proprietors of
the Kennebunk Social Library, will be held
at the Bookstore, on Monday, the first day of
February next, at 6 o’clock in the evening, for
the choice of officers for the vear ensuing,
and the transaction of any other business
which may properly come before said meetHYMENEAL.
inffD. REMICH, Clerk.
Kennebunk, Jan. 9, 1836.
MARRIED—In Mercer, Mr. George C.Hyde,

Gen. North, a brave officer of the Revolu
tion, long an aid-de-camp to Baron Steuben,
and afterwards Adj. General of the Army, di
ed at New York, last Sunday, aged 83.

of New York city, late of Andover Theo. Semi
OCf^It is desirable that Books belonging to
nary, to Miss Henrietta Mary, daughter of Hon.
the Library, in the hands of Proprietors,
Judge Thatcher.
In Portland, Mr. Daniel Robinson, Jr. to Miss should be returned on or before Saturday
30th inst.
Sarah Jane Simonton, both of P.

Marriage and Death.—Married in Wheeling,
Ship Timber.
Ohio, 22d ult. Mr. William B. Sutherland to
Miss Sarah Murray.
AA^ANTED by the subscriber
Died at Steubenville, on the mornincr of the
*
Ship Timber suitable for a
24th ult. Mrs. Sarah, wife of Mr. Wm. B". Suth-,
erland. The happy couple left Wheeling on vessel of 280 tons. Small Timber taken as
The New Orleans Advertiser, of the 15th 23d, in the finest health and most buoyant spirits usual.
ult. says:
to spend the holidays with friends at Steuben
WILLIAM GOOCH.
“ We learn that the forts below the city ville. On the following morning the lovely and
Wells, January 13,1836.
and on the lakes have assumed a most war accomplished bride was a corpse.

like attitude.
Heavy ordinance has been
Keimebimk Fire Society.
mounted, and such preparations made as
OBITUARY
would indicate that the Government is at
HE annual meeting of said Society will
DIED—In Berwick, 6th inst. Abigail, daugh
least ready for war. We understand that all
be held at Stone’s Hotel, on Tuesday,
ter
of
Mr.
James
Lord,
aged
9
years
”
the fortifications on the Gulf and the sea
the 26th day of January instant, at half past
In Lebanon, 1st inst. Mr. Timothy Wentworth,
board have been placedin the same state.”
[6 o’clock, P. M. The Roll will be called
aged 55 years.
precisely at that time. Members are desired
In
Berwick,
31st
ult.
Mrs.
Eunice
Goodwin,
The man, Field by name, that was struck
aged 94 years. She had been a professor of reli to be punctual in order that the business may
in a quarrel by a relative of the same name,
gion about half a century.—-For many years she be transacted before supper.
in Westbrook, a few days since, died on Fri was united with the Congregational Church in
JOHN FROST, Secretary.
day, last week. The offender is in custody, Portsmouth, under the ministry of the Rev. Dr.
January 16, 1836.
awaiting trial.
Langdon.— Great Falls Journa,l.

T

STAGE WTICE.

In Limerick, 30th ult. Mr. Erastus Perry, son

Spencer's Execution.—The 4th day of Feb of Daniel Perry, Esq. aged 23.
HE annual meeting of the Portland
In Acton, 18th Nov. Mr. John Titcomb, a<red
ruary has been fixed upon by tfie Governor
Stage Company, will be held at Jona.
21
years.
a
and Council, for the Execution of Isaac C.
Stone’s Inn, in Kennebunk, on Wednesday
In
Saco,
10th,
Mr.
John
Scammon,
ao-ed
87
Spencer, for the murder of Reuben McPhethe twentieth instant, at eleven o’clock in the
years
A child of Mr. Joseph Milliken.
tres, of Orono.
forenoon, for the transaction of their annual
At his residence on the banks of the Yarrow, business.
We understand that Samuel A. Morse, Nov. 21, James Hogg, the Ettrick Shepherd.
NATH’L JEFFERDS, Clerk.
Esq. has received the appointment of Collec He was born in the same year as Sir Walter
Kennebunk, Jan. 8, 1836.
Scott, and had he lived until January, 25th inst.
tor of the Customs for this port, which office
he would have been 60 years of age.
has been vacant since the decease of James
Kentucky.—The Legislature of Kentucky W. Ripley, Esq.—Eastport Sentinel.
PRIME assortment of New Goods, just
SHIP NEWS.
convened at Frankfort on the 28th ult. Wm.
received, bought low for cash, and
Bangor Theological Seminary.—A subscrip KENNEBUNK, JANUARY 16¿ 18$6
B. Blackburn was elected Speaker of the
will be sold very low. “ Call and see.”
Senate, and John L. Helm Speaker of the tion has been made to aid the endowment of
J. G. PERKINS.
MEMORANDA.
this seminary, amounting to $113,356. The
Kennebunk-port, Dec. 3,1835.
is8w
House.
Sailed from Cadiz, 15th Nov. ship Plato, Wise,
condition of the subscription whs that it
should be void unless the sum of $100,000 Philadelphia.
At Rio Janeiro, Nov. 19, brig Lima, Lord, of
The whole number of votes for Governor, should be raised within six months. On the this port, for Trieste, just commenced loading.
HE subscriber would once more remind
at the late election in Massachusetts, accord expiration of the period, it was found that
Ar. at Mobile, 25th ult. brig Imogene, Gillthose of his delinquent subscribers
the above sum was subscribed.
patrick, New-York.
whose accounts are of long standing, that it
ing to the report of the Committee of the Le
gislature to whom the returns were commit
Brig Watchman, Perkins, of this port, bound is very desirable that all such accounts should
(tf^Rurnor has it that the Jeffersonian
be settled,, either by payment or by note, and
ted, was 64.903. Edward Everett '(whig) party intend to nominate Thomas Davee as to Havre, having on board between 5 and 600
bales cotton, was burnt to the water’s edge, in that their neglect so to do will compel him,
had 37,555; Marcus Morton (Van Buren) their candidate for Governor.—Port. Adv.
Mobile bay, (about 16 miles from the city.) 23d though reluctantly, to resort to coercive meas
ures.
Dec. The W. was owned in this town.
25,227 ; S. T. Armstrong (whig) 1901; Scat
He will receive in payment, Corn, Rye,
The Washington Correspondent of the
tering 220. Everett’s majority over all others
Philadelphia Inquirer says, “ the Hon. Albion TO WORKMEN ON STONE. Oars, White Beans, and in fact, almost any
10,207.—For Lt. Governor, Hull (whig) had K. Parris, of Maine, has been promised the
article of country produce. WOOD is also
32,953; Foster (Van-Buren and anti-mason office of First Comptroller of the Treasury, in
HE subscriber wishes to make contracts wanted.—-He is determined that all his ac
for Quarrying Stone by the ton. Also counts shall be paid, or settled by note, and
ic) 30,683 ; Scattering 506. Hull’s majority place of the venerable Joseph Anderson, who
for hammering ditto, by the foot.
those who neglect so to do beyond the first
is very ill, and who, it is said, cannot live ma
over all others 1764.
Persons who understand either of the a- of February next, must not complain if they
ny days.”
Rev. F. W. P. Greenwood (Unitarian) was
bove branches, and wish to engage in the bu are called on by an Attorney.
chosen Chaplain of the Senate of MassachuThe Cincinnati Gazette of the 22d ult. siness early in the Spring, will please send
JAMES K. REMICH.
setts,
Monday
K. TLothrop 'stat^ tW there was a meeting of the friends their proposals, or call on the Agent of the
onf-fc? on M
za m /-I n yt 1 nlast.—Rev. S. TC
Kennebunk, Dec. 5,1835.
(Unitarian) and Rev. W. M. Rogers (Ortho- rof Gen. Harrison recently held at North Kennebunk-port Granite and Rail-Road
ALMANACS FOR~1836^
,
.
, „
.
,
•
, ni
kicuu,
mai IlJUIC
vmikI Company.
Bend, auu
^.nd that
more LUçlIl
than l)|iy
fifty ui
of iiiuco
those who
dox) of Boston, have been appointed Chap- participated1 in
had always II
• the
’ proceedings,
...........................
B. F. MASON, Agent.
For sale by
D. REMICH
Jains of the House of Representatives.
been the supporters of President Jackson.
I!
Kennebunk-port, Jan. J3, 1836.
Dec. 5, 1835.
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a spirit of cenSofiousness,and gradually lo-I COMMISSIONERS’ NOTICE.
si4 its better qualities, until, in the confu- XVE the subscribers having been appointed by the Hon. Wm. A. Hayes
. ®
.
nt... 11
sion
of the
conflict,
it might Iw
be zTiffirnh
difficult tnto "▼
Judge of Probate within and for the county
decide which party bad removed farthest of York, Commissioners to receive and ex
from truth and .goodness ?
A steady ex amine the claims of the several creditors to
ample from a fixed principle of abstinence, the estate of
with occasional remarks in the spirit of|
OLIVER HODSDON,
in saici
said coumy,
county, oedekindness, will in the end effect vastly more hlate
ate of Kennebunk-port, m
good tLan any violent measures that -ghtjeeased, presented

Gault, Concord ; Ephraim Day, Lam
CHARLES HOLMAN, I Wm.
prey River ; Wm. North & Co., Great Falls,

i
Somersworth ; John H. Wheeler, Asa A.
Portsmouth, [N. H.)
Tufts, Dr. W. Norwood, Exeter ; John R.
MY OWN FIRE-SIDE.
HAS prepared and constantly on h^nd Reding, Haverhill ; Elder Guy Beckly,
and for sale, wholesale and retail, the Keene. In Massachusetts, by Rev. N. S.
\
BY ALARIC A. WATTS.
Spaulding, Newbury ; H. Haselton, Haver
following
Medicines :—
“ It is a mystic circle that surrounds
NATURE’S GRAND RESTORATIVE. hill ; Joshua Hubbard, Lowell ; Elijah Por
Comforts and virtues never known beyond
This Vegetable Medicine stands unrivalled ter, No. 3, Washington street, Salem ; May
Its sacred limits.”
Southey.
for the following complaints, viz:—Dyspep nard & Noyes, No. 13, Cornhill, Win. Brown,
Let others seek for empty joys,
sia or Indigestion, diseased Liver, Billious Washington st. and Geo. M. Mead, Union st.
At ball or concert, rout or play ;
Disorders, Dropsy, Asthma, Costiveness, Boston ; James Worthen, Amesbury ; Rev.
The
P
above
remarks
go
virtually
against
!
àtte^to
th
”
sÎrvîce'atthe
Whilst far from fashion’s idle noise,
Worms and Loss of Appetite, and by cleans Samuel Norris, Salisbury ; James Mudge,
Her gilded domes and trappings gay,
traffic
in
alcoholic
drink,
since
the
man
uno
j
Con
tin
Room
of
E
liphalet Perkins, ing the stomach and bowels, cures pains in Lynn. In New York, by Rushton and As
I while the wintry eve away—
will deal out to his neighbor what he would ;
gaj(j j£ennebunk-port, on the third the side, stomach and breast, colds and penwall, James H. Hall, and A. Innes & Co. ;
’Twixt book and lute, the hours divide ;
not drink himself, is deprived ol a plpa Saturday of January and June next, at two of coughs, of long standing, hoarseness, short J. V. E. Vanderhoof, Brooklyn. In Maine,
And marvel how I e’er could stray
ness of breath, nervous complaints, &c. which by Dr. Benj. Plummer, Bangor ; David Grif
From thee—my own Fire-side 1
which many of the drinkers no doubt might
clock in the afternoon,
is frequently the effect of disease. Its virtues fith, Portland ; Elder Henry Frost, Cornville ;
JOHN
LORD,
?
Commis
sincerely offer, ignorance of the poisonous
My own Fire-side ! Those simple words
surpass any thing heretofore known in re Wm. Spring, Calais; Capt. James Albee, St.
ORLANDO
PERKINS,
$
sioners.
Can bid the sweetest dreams arise ;
effects of the drink,
moving St. Vitus’ Dance ; two bottles have Stevens ; Sam’l Jackson, jr. & Co. Belfast ;
Kennebunk-port, December 15, 1835.
Awaken feeling’s tenderest chords,
On the second question of our corres
been known to cure this afflicting disease, af Joseph Clark, York ; Samuel Adams, Cape
And fill with tears of joy my eyes;
pondent,
we
see
no
place
for
doubt
or
un

TIMBER FAN» FOR SAFE. ter having baffled every exertion for four Neddick ; Samuel Sawyer, Ogunquit ; Capt.
What is there my wild heart can prize,
certainly. The man who takes out license ABOUT 40 acres of excellent TIMBER years. It has a most powerful influence in Wm. Gooch, Wells ; D. Remich, Kenne
That doth not in thy sphere abide.
bunk ; Sheldon Hobbs, North Berwick;
to sell ardent spirit, and lhe man who j
Haunt of my home-bred sympathies,
& WOOD LAND, situated in Lyman removing nervous complaints. It is pleasant■ Enoch Goodale, Saco ; Wm. Winslow, BrunsMy own—my own Firb-side.
stands as his bondsman, seem 10 sustain a-1 and formerly owned by John Low, Esq. de to take and in its operation so much so, that
it may be administered to the infant withi wick ; James Bowman, Gardiner ; Tappan
bout the same relation to each other as the i ceased, will be sold on good terms.
& Ladd, Augusta ; Jesse Taylor, Norridge
A gentle form is near me now ;
safety.
—also—
man who ascends the house to the man who ;
A small white hand is clasped in mine ;
walk. In Vermont, by Burnham & Skinner,
Directions
for
receiving
this
or
any
other
I gaze upon her placid brow,
holds the ladder for him. If the purpose of i About 7 acres of Intervale, lying on Mousam of the following named medicines accom- Newbury.
And ask what joys can equal thine
benevo-1 river in Kennebunk, belonging to the estate
All directions signed in the hand wri
the one is benevolent, the other is L
A babe, whose beauty’s half divine,
is bad i of the late John Low, Esq. For particularsi pany and envelope each bottle. Certificates ting of the proprietor.
tf
lent
also.
If
the
purpose
of
the
one
is
,
of the efficacy of this medicine have been re
in sleep his mother’s eyes doth hide ;
’ I application may be made to
Sept. 19.
ceived from the Rev. Mr. George Storrs, a
Where may love seek a fitter shrine,
the other is a partaker ot hissin.
“
HORACE PORTER.
talented and highly esteemed Minister of the
Than thou—my own Fire-side !
Kennebunk, Dec. 5,1835.
VEGETABLE MEDICINES,
Gospel, of the Methodist Episcopal Church :
*See Rom. xiv.21.
REPARED by Dr. Elias Smith,
What care I for the sullen roar
also, from William Walker, Esq. an officer of
Of winds without, that ravage earth ;
We notice an article from the Architec
the Customs of the Port ot Portsmouth, N.H.
Boston. The following are among
AS just received a large assortment of
It doth but bid me prize the more
—Mr. Josiah Webster, deceased, late a Mes the many preparations kept constantly for
tural Magazine, by which it would appear
The shelter of thy hallowed hearth—
Miscellaneous and School Books— ■
senger of the several Banks in Portsmouth, sale by JOHN LILLIE, Druggist, Kenne
that in a short time we may expect some
To thoughts of quiet bliss give birth ;
Stationery & Fancy Articles—Blank 1
and Mr. Robert Foster, Printer of the same
Then let the churlish tempest chide,
wonderful change in the manner ot heating Books, &c.
bunk, viz :
place ; which gentlemen it is well known
I cannot check the blameless mirth
dwelling houses, in cities and towns. Be
VEGETABLE ELIXIR.
D. R. invites Teachers, Parents and others
here
are
as
credible,
respectable
and
compe

That glads—my own Fire-side '.
fore gas was fairly introduced, the idea ot to examine his stock of School books, which
Excellent for pain in the stomach and!
tent witnesses as any persons in this commu
lighting cities, by that means, was considered is very extensive, comprising almost every nity. Also from the Hon. Judge Burgin, of bowels, and Rheumatic complaints.
My refuge ever from the storm
Of this world’s passion, strife and care :
much more absurd than the project of heat kind usually called for. The latest editions Allenstown, N. H., Mr. Isaac K. Palmer, of
AMERICAN HYGEIAN PILLS.
of approved school books always on hand,
Though thunder-clouds the skies deform,
Concord, N. H., Mr. Ralph Smith, of East
For the Head-Ache, pain in the Stomach
ing houses by a similar process can now carefully selected in regard to binding, &c.
Their fury cannot reach me there.
appear. The New York Star prefaces the
There, all is cheerful, cairn and fair,
Q^r’Country traders supplied on liberal Cambridge, Mass, and several other as re and Bowels, Cosliveness, Stranguary and
spectable persons.
article by saying that “ the U. S. would feel
Wrath, Malice, Envy, Strife or Pride,
Piles.
terms.
Have never made their hated lair
HOLMAN’S BONE OINTMENT.
sensibly this inroad of modern science—she December 3.
VEGETABLE POWDERS.
By thee—my own Fire side !
This
Ointment
stands
at
the
head
of
all
would no longer scarcely require the con
Useful for cold and foul stomach, violent
sumption of whale oil, and with the extinc ^THE NEW YORK LADY’S remedies for the following diseases which- colds, cough, sore throat, and to relieve frontThy precincts are a charmed ring,
human nature is heir to, viz. :—Rheumatism
Where no harsh feeling dares intrude ;
tion of her fisheries in the Southern ocean,
COMPANION.
both chronic and inflammatory, gout, sprains, threatened fevers.
Where life’s vexations lose their sting ;
would be deprived of one of the most pro
VEGETABLE BITTERS.
bruises and contracted tendons ot long stand
Where even grief is half subdued ;
—DEVOTED TO—
lific nurseries of our seamen.”
For Jaundice, Loss of appetite, sickness
ing. It discusses all tumors, renders stiff
And peace the halcyon, loves to brood.
Original and select tales, sketches stories,
Then let the pampered fool deride ;
joints limber by producing a healthy muscu- in
j the stomach, head-ache, &c.
« Adieu to a Sea Coalfire.”-—The time,
arts, sciences, amusements, fashions and
I’ll pay my debt of gratitude
lar action.
CATHOLICON.
every description of Polite Literature.
we are inclined to think, is not far distant,
To thee—my own Fire-side ’
It assuages pains in Bilesand Abscesses.
Excellent for consumptive complaints,
when the heating of all large towns will be
HE selections will be made with taste
and judgment, from the most celebra Nothing equals it in swelled and inflamed coughs, indigestion, costiveness, sinking and
Shrine of my household deities ;
reduced to the same degree of simplicity as
Breasts in females if applied in its early stage, '
Fair scene of home’s unsullied joys '.
ted
and distinguished English, French and
pain in the stomach and bowels, and pul
now exists in the mode of lighting them,
prevents suppuration or matter forming, and
To thee my burthened spirit flies,
German
Periodicals,
on
a
plan
that
will
be
at
monary
complaints generally.
and
of
supplying
them
with
water.
In
an

gives
in
all
cases
immediate
ease
from
pain.
When fortune frowns, or care annoys ; <•
once agreeable, entertaining and interesting,
PEACH CORDIAL.
other half century, the only coal fires in
Thine is the bliss that never cloys '.
and at such a low price, that it can be ob Certificates of this fact could be given if ne
The smile whose truth had oft been tried ;’ London will probably be those of the gas
Useful to increase and regulate the appe
cessary.
This
remedy
is
offered
to
the
public
tained by every class of readers. This pub
What, then, are this world’s tinsel toys,
works, of the steam engines, and of the lication will be of that nature which will en with the full assurance that it far excels the tite, help the digestion, remove pain in the
To thee—my own Fire-side !
manufactories. There is nothing to hinder sure its success to every branch of the com opodeldocs and liniments of the present day, stomach or bowels.
Oh may the yearnings, fond and sweet,
BOTANIC OINTMENT.
all private houses from being heated, as well munity, and all articles will be of a moral, for the above diseases.—A trial is only wanted
to give it the decided preference to every
That bid my thoughts be all of thee,
A certain cure for humors, corns, stiff
as lighted by gas, and from having all the pleasing and instructive nature.
thing
else.
Many
physicians
of
eminence
Thus ever guide my wandering feet
It will be issued on the 15th of every
joints, shrunk cords, stiffness in the neck,
cooking of every description, boiling water
To thy heart-soothing sanctuary !
month, stitched on a colored cover, printed have used this ointment and extol its merits. rheumatic complaints, swelling in the throat,
for
washing,
heating
baths,
smoothing
irons,
Whate’er my future years may be,
A
certificate
of
Mr.
Robert
Gurney,
Car

' on good paper, with new and handsome type,
chilblains, chapped hands, weakness and
Let joy or grief my fate betide ;
&c. performed by that fluid.
and contain from forty to fifty large octavo riage maker, of Portsmouth, of the cure of
Be still an Eden bright to me ;
pages, which form at the close of the year his daughter of a contracted knee, accompa pain in the back, sores, ringworms, cuts and
My own—My Own Fire-Side.
,
The Pope of Rome has appropriated six two uncommon large volumes for the small nies and envelopes each vial.
burns.
ty thousand dollars for the erection of a new sum of THREE dollars per annum, payable
Itch Omimenf.—Directions for using this
OLIVE OINTMENT.
temperance department
Catholic Convent, at Bertrand, Michigan !
in advance ; the last number of each volume preparation accompany each box. This oint
Very useful for salt rheum, as many can
will be accompanied by a beautiful engraved ment is safe and speedy in its operation. It testify.
[From Zion's Advocate.]
A man in Ohio has been sentenced to title page and index. The work will be oc contains no mercurial or other deleterious in
Mr. Wilson—I should be much obliged
HEALTH RESTORATIVE.
casionally embellished with splendid draw gredients, so common in many of the popular
For obstructions in the Liver and Kid
to you, and I have no doubt it would be for 15
; years imprisonment for having thirteen
ointments in use.
ings and engravings.
neys, Dyspepsia, Stranguary, and Female
public benefit, if you would answer the fol- iwives.
The advantages arising from the above
Vegetable Elixir.^-This Elixir is useful in
publication will be easily conceived,—con all cases ol pain if taken inwardly or applied complaints in general.
lowing queries :
1
COUGH POWDERS.
1st. Is it not the duty of ministers of the
taining by far a greater quantity of matter externally. Directions accompany and envel
List of Letters
Good for hooping cough, and ulcers in
than could in any other way be brought to ope each vial.
Gospel to oppose vice in every form, wheth
Remaining in the Post-Office at Kennebunk,
gether in one form and in a regular and
er it appear in Rum-selling or in Rum
Fine Slippery Elm, for Poultices.—There the throat.
Maine, December 31, 1835.
standard
manner, which is far preferable to
CATHARTIC DROPS.
drinking, or in any other way j more espe
never was an article introduced into the
A. B. C. D. E. F. G.
keeping Scrap Books and Albums, or preser
Excellent for indigestion, liver complaints,
cially if it appear in members of their own
“healing art” surpassing this, for burns, biles,,
BRAHAM BUTLAND, John W. Brag- ving every piece that is interesting to the
cuts, bruises, chilblains, old sores and ulcers,i stranguary, obstructions in the kidneys, and
church.
don, Miss Lydia Burnham, Miss Mary reader ; whereas in the proposed publication,
inflamed and swelled breasts, and inflamma a ¡certain cure for costiveness.
2nd, Whether members of Churches and
Butler, Miss Esteria Butler,—Ivory Chadall can be preserved alike and in a suitable
Orders for any of the above Medi«
Temperance Societies, who become bonds bourne, Ivory Chick, Miss Esther Chick, style for binding ; and thus not only do credit tions generally. The Poultice is made in the’
men for retailers to take out license to sell Mrs. Sally Cousens, Miss Hannah Curtis,— to the library of the Philosopher, but add ordinary way as you would any other poul’ cines will be attended to faithfully.
tice, with milk or water, cold or hot as the
ardent spirits, are not partakers of the sin ? Mrs. Lydia Durrell,—Nathaniel Evans,—Ivo greatly to the knowledge and amusement of
Kennebunk, August 11, 1835.
case may require. There is another kind‘
every branch of the present generation.
If vou will give your opinion on the a- ry Goodwin, Mrs. Lucy Greenough.
which is called superfine lor internal use. All
A publication on this plan has never been
H. I. J. K. L. M.
W'HEMTOJV’S
bove, you will much oblige,
Joseph Hatch, inn., Joseph Hastings, Ed- attempted in New York, although many of a may be had in any quantity of Charles Hol
Yours respectfully,
man,
Penhallow-street,
Portsmouth,
N.
H.
iniincl Hillj Surnuol Hart, Miss Isabella HufFt similar nature have been long established in
Dec. 15, 1835.
Querist.
Superfine Powder of Elm Bark.—This arti
[Price reduced to 25 cents.]
—Thacher Jones, Mrs. Hannah Johnson,— our sister cities with great success ; the pub
Is it morally wrong to drink rum ?
Is it Miss Mary Kimball,—William Lord, 2, Wm. lisher therefore begs leave t,o assure the pub- cle is a valuable specific in Pleurisy, Diar
HE character of this celebrated Oint
wrong in a minister ? Ina church member ? Lord, jun., John Lillie, 2, Tobias Lord, Ai lie, that his arrangements are such that he rhoea, Catarrh, Dysentary, Quinsy, Consump- j
ment stands unrivalled for being a safe,
In any one ?—Another question.—Is rum Littlefield, Joshua Littlefield, 2, Samuel H. hopes to meet the patronage of an enlighten- tion, Inflammation of the stomach, bowels,
throat, &c. Nothing surpasses it for external s
speedy and certain cure for that loathsome
injurious to the human constitution ? Does Littlefield, Theodore Littlefield, James Larra ed and discriminating community.
called the Itch—and for all kinds of
(
bee, Miss Abigail Littlefield,—Miss Emeline
Several gentlemen of known literary talent application as a poultice, for inflamed eyes, disease
it prevent rather than promote health ? On
,
on the skin. It is also a valuable ar
have generously tendered their assistance, to biles, cuts, bruises and sores in general. This pimples
Mason, Mrs. Hepzibah Murphy.
this latter question there are two methods of
:
for the Salt Rheum and Chilblains.
enable the Publisher to accomplish his object medicine is recommended by the first medi- ticle
N. O. P. Q. R. S.
reasoning. We may compare the proper
The well known JAUNDICE BITTERS,
James Nason,—Samuel L. Osborn,—Lem in commencing the “JVew York Lady’s Com cal gentlemen in our country for the above
ties of alcohol with the elements of the hu uel S. Payson, Proprietors of Kennebunk panion”
complaints. Directions to each package.
which are so eminently useful for removing
All those splendid sketches that have gain
man constitution ; or we may reason from Meeting House,—Dan’l Remich, J. K. RemDr. Holman’s Cough Syrup.—This cough all Jaundice and Billions complaints.
experience and observation.
All over the ieh, Miss Sally W. Ross, James Davis Rome, ed such celebrity in France and Italy, will be Syrup is a most valuable medicine for loos A fresh supply is just received, andforsalehy
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk,
r country are thousands of the wisest and best —Cleopas Smith, Francis Stone,—Mrs. Eliz translated and re-printed in the columns of ening a hard dry cough, and for those who
this monthly periodical.—The great range of are inclined to Consumptive habits. It is val
ENOCH GOODALE, Saco.
of men, who once thought ardent spirits use abeth S. Thompson.
T. U. V. W. X. Y. Z.
materials the publisher has already in his uable for children, in cases of whooping
Wholesale by W. C. ftllTCHELL, Portland,
ful—they have made experiments of its use
and Henshaw & Co. Delano & Whitney, Hastings,
E. S. Tavlor, Mrs. Pethular Tripp,—Mrs. power, together with the assistance offered, cough, chin cough, &c.
and disuse, and with united voice they testi Rhoda Ann B. Varney,—Capt. Charles Will will enable him to present to the public such
Directions.—For grown persons, take from Marsh & Co. W. C. Stimpson, Low and Reed, J.P.
fy that they are better without it. Hun iams,2, Master Henry & Francis F. Williams, a work as he hopes will meet their approba two to four spoonsfull, as the case may re Hall and others, Druggistsin Boston, and allordersto,
be addressed to L. Thwing, & Co. Dedham, Mass.
dreds of the most skilful physicians tell us 2, William W. Wise, James Woodman, Mrs. tion, and he asks only for the support, to quire. Children from one to two teaspoonswhich the merits of the publication may enti full.
58 Letters.
that this is precisely the result that might be Lydia C. Wilson.
JAMES OSBORN, Jun., P. Master.
Vegetable Bitters.—This preparation is cal
tle him.
predicted, reasoning from the known prop
Subscriptions received at No. 58, Wall culated to correct the bile and create an ap
erties pf the alcoholic drinks.
What has
mflE subscribers, having contracted with
Street, up stairs—where letters may be ad petite, by restoring the digestive powers ; and
the man, who has never made the experi
_i_ the town of Kennebunk-port, to sup
list of Leiters
dressed to the subscriber (post paid.)
may be freely used both as a restorative and
ment of total abstinence, to offer against Remaining
j
in the Post-Office at Kennebunk
%*Post Masters and others becoming a- to prevent disease. Directions with the vial. port the Poor of said town the present year,
Hereby give notice that they have made the
port, January 1, 1836.
this accumulation of evidence ?
gehts for the work, are required to remit only
Holman’s Drops for Fits.—A. great number necessary provisions for their support. They
But after all, suppose the man who is in
B. D. E. G.
$2,50 to the publisher for each subscriber. of children afflicted with fits, arising from va
therefore forbid all persons harboring or trust
RS. FRANCES BROWN,—Nath’l Persons furnishing five subscribers and for
the habit of taking alcohol into his system
rious causes, as well as numerous adult cases ing any of the paupers of said town, as they
Dorman,
Miss
Eunice
Dorman,
Miss
warding the amount of $15, will be entitled of falling sickness, have been radically cured
moderately, cannot be convinced that it in
are determined to pay no bill for their sup
Mary Downing, Harrison Downing,—MisstoL.the work free for one year.
jures him, are there any moral principles on
by a proper use of this medicine. Directions port.
JOHN HUTCHINS, 3d.,
M.
Eaton,
—
Mrs.
Olive
Gooch.
WILLIAM
W.
SNOWDEN.
which he may still be urged to abstain ? He
accompany each vial.
FRANCIS BOSTON.
H. L. P.
New-York,
1835.
Holman’s Essence of Cayenne.—This truly
will not, he cannot, deny that alcohol is in
Kennebunk-port, April 21, 1835.
lyEdmund Hill, Joseph Huff,—Reuben Lit
valuable.and pleasant preparation possesses
juring others. Their pale or bloated faces, tlefield, Miss Hannah Littlefield,—Charles C.
every possible advantage over that in its
haggard eyes, tattered garments, delapidated Perkins, Mrs. Mary A. Pitts, Miss Lavenea
LL those indebted to the subscriber a’’6,
HE subscriber having contracted with crude state.
requested to make an immediate pay~
houses, their bruised limbs, and disordered Perkins.
the town of Kennebunk, to support the
Dr. Holman’s Cough Powder.—This cough
ment to Silas Moody, Esq. of Kennebunk’
S. T. W.
intellects—the cries of their children—the
poor of said town for one year, hereby gives
powder is a most valuable remedy for com
Charles Smith, Edward Smith, Mrs. R. H.
unuttered agonies of their wives—tell a tale
P°lt‘
HERVEY C. THAYER.
Stewart,—Ezra Towne, Daniel Tripp,—Jo notice that he has made suitable provision mon colds, whooping cough, and coughs of
of woe too plain to be misunderstood. Nor
for
them
at
the
Alms-House,
and
hereby
long
standing.
It
has
been
long
tested
and
is
seph Wildes, Miss Lydia L. Williams, Miss
Kennebunk, Dec. 3,1835.
can it be denied that these are emboldened
forbids all persons harboring or trusting any recommended to the public as one of the
Hepsibeth Walker, Miss Mary Wakefield.
of
the
Paupers
of
said
town
on
my
account,
to drink by the example of moderate drink
1
O. BOURNE, P. M.
most valuable medicines now in use.
TEN DOLLARS REWARD
or on account of the town, as I shall pay no
Direction.—Take half a teaspoonfull in mo
ers. By the benevolence of the Gospel-—
bill for their support.
lasses on going to bed.
by the example of Apostles*—by the ties
tTJAN AWAY from the subFIST. OF FETTERS
JAMES WARREN.
Dr. Holman’s Jaundice Powders.—This
of humanity—by all that binds man to his Remaining in the Post Office at North, Ber
JlV scriber on the night of
Kennebunk, May 1,1835.
ly.
powder
is
one
of
the
best
Jaundice
prepara

fellows, are we not urged to abstain ?
wick, Maine, December 31, 1835.
the 26th inst. an indented ap
tions now in use for this distressing complaint.
But suppose a minister to abstain himself
A. B. C. D. E. F. G.
prentice by the name of Johx
NOTICE
It warms and cleanses a foul stomach, and
ARLES H. ALLEN, Wells,-Samuel
P. Wise. It is presumed b®
entirely from Alcoholic drink, in what
produces
a
healthy
state
of
the
bile.
HE
subscriber,
being
under
the
necessiBurbank, 2, Oliver Butler, Berwick,
wore away a short jacket of a
methods ought he to oppose its use ina his
his
A most distressing case of Jaundice accom
sity
of
relinquishing
his
business
on
dark color, dark pantaloons ana
church and parish ? This question should Ezra Billings, 2, Joel Billings,—George account of his health, requests all persons panied with great debility, was recently cured
Clark,—Josiah Drew, Berwick, Charles Dur
cloth cap, and carried with him dark colored
not be decided hastily.
Some good men gin, Berwick,—John Earl,—Caleb Ford, jun. indebted to him to make payment previous in this place, in the course of three days, by
frockcoat, about same color of the jacket,
to the 20th of March next—and all persons the powder. Directions with the box.
fail sadly both in the methods and in the —Ephraim Gubtil, John Goodwin, Sanford.
Also a very general assortment of medicin drab pantaloons, fur hat, &c. .Heisabou
having
demands
against
him
are
requested
to
spirit of their opposition to vice. i( By ha
H. K. L. M. P. R. S. T.
al herbs, roots, leaves, &c. are constantly on 18 years old, dark eyes, light hair and hgn^
ting vices too much, we may come to love
Jane Hooper, Berwick, Oliver Hill, Peter present the same for payment.
hand at wholesale and retail, at as accoipmo- complexion. AH persons are forbid harbor
JOHN
WAKEFIELD.
men too little.” In a violent opposition to Hurd,2, Joseph Hilliard, Berwick, Thdmas
dating prices on commission or other ar ing, trusting or employing said runaway, a
Wells,
Dec.
17,1835.
the sins of our neighbor, we may come to Hodgdon, Berwick,—Peter Knight, Berwick,
rangement, as at any other large establish they would avoid the penalty of the la' •
The above reward will be paid to any perso
have too little regard for the person, reputa —Thomas R. Lamberk, Berwick,—Betsey
ment in the Union.
NOTICE.
Morrell, John Maxwell, Wells,—Thomas B.
tion and happiness of our neighbor.
If we
The following ‘named
persons.are
agents who will return said boy to the subscriber
LL
persons
indebted
to
the
subscriber,!
—
*77
r-.
—
T
Parks, Berwick, Mary L. Pitman, Berwick, 2,
” '
.
In New Kennebunk ; or whoever will give any ml "
cannot move in a spirit of kindness and Josiah Page, 2,—Nathaniel Remick,—Fran
either by note or account, are respect- i for the above named medicines.
mation of him, so that he may be brougn
good will, we had better not move at all. cis Snow, 2, Daniel Sargeant, Jerusha Shack- fully requested to call, settle, and make Hampshire, Kittredge & Cleaveland, Lamjustice, will confer a favor on the c0*n^n
prey
River
;
Uri
Lamper,
Hampton
;
Up

payment
by
the
1st
of
February
next.
----•
rT
‘
”
T
a
—
Who has not seen a party rising up, appa1 ley, Berwick,—William Tobey, Robert Tash,
LEVI P. HILLARR
V J
E. G. MOORE.
ham & Berry, Rochester Plains ; Dr. Reuben
36.
rently moved by troth and goodness in op■ Berwick.
Kennebunk, Sept. 29,1835.
Wilcher, Doverj James Fogg, Ossipee;
Wells, January 1, 1836.
M. HUBBARD, P. M.
position to error and sin, yet going forth ini
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